141 N. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

143 N. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

145 N. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

147 N. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

149 N. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original plan intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

151 N. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

153 N. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

155 N. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

157 N. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

159 N. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

161 N. Alabama Road
H Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
163 N. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

165 N. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

167 N. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

169 N. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101 S. Alabama Road
H Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

103 S. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with cross gable over porch
Contributing

105 S. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 S. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 S. Alabama Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

115 S. Alabama Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

121 S. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

123 S. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

125 S. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

127 S. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

129 S. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

131 S. Alabama Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and NC pool house
Contributing

200 S. Alabama Road
School--Glenwood
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Albany Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

101 Albany Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Albany Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

103 Albany Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

105 Albany Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

106 Albany Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

108 Albany Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

110 Albany Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

111 Albany Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

115 Albany Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

116 Albany Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

118 Albany Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

120 Albany Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

121 Albany Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

122 Albany Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

123 Albany Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

125 Albany Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

127 Albany Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

128 Albany Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

200 Alder Lane
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

201 Alder Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

204 Alder Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

205 Alder Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

206 Alder Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

207 Alder Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

208 Alder Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing
210 Alder Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

211 Alder Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

212 Alder Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

214 Alder Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

215 Alder Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

217 Alder Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

100 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

103 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

106 Alger Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing
111 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

112 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

113 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

114 Alger Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

116 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

117 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

118 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

122 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

130 Alger Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

136 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

142 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

143 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

144 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

145 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

146 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

148 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

150 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

152 Alger Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

200 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

201 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

203 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

204 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

205 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

206 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

208 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

209 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

211 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

213 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

214 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

216 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

220 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

222 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

224 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

225 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

227 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

229 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

234 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

235 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

236 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

237 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

238 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

240 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

241 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing
243 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact. Contributing

246 Alhambra Road
Title VIII
Original form intact. Contributing

100 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact. Contributing

104 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact. Contributing

106 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact. Contributing

108 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact. Contributing

110 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Alterations to original form. Non-contributing

111 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact. Contributing

112 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact. Contributing

113 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact. Contributing

115 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact. Contributing
116 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contribution

118 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contribution

119 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contribution

120 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contribution

122 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contribution

123 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contribution

127 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contribution

129 Amherst Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contribution

100 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contribution

102 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contribution

104 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

106 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

108 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

109 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

110 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

111 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

112 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

114 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

115 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

116 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

117 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

118 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

120 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

122 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

123 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

124 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

126 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

127 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

130 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

131 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

132 Andover Circle
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

100 Anna Road
H Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Anna Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 Anna Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

110 Anna Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

112 Anna Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

114 Anna Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Anna Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Anna Road
H Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Arizona Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Arizona Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

104 Arizona Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

105 Arizona Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing
108 Arizona Road  
Title VIII  
Alterations to original form.  
Non-contributing

109 Arizona Road  
Title VIII  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

110 Arizona Road  
Title VIII  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

111 Arizona Road  
Title VIII  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

112 Arizona Road  
Title VIII  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

114 Arizona Road  
Title VIII  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

115 Arizona Road  
Title VIII  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

118 Arizona Road  
Title VIII  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

120 Arizona Road  
Title VIII  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

65 Arkansas Avenue  
G Cemesto  
Alterations to original form  
Non-contributing

90 Arkansas Avenue  
Title VIII  
Post-1959  
Non-contributing
92 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Post-1959
Non-contributing

94 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

96 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

99/107 Arkansas Avenue
Commercial
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Arkansas Avenue
H Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Arkansas Avenue
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Arkansas Avenue
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

119 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

120 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

122 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

124 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

126 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

127 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

129 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

131 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

134 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

135 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

137 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

138 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

139 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

140 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact. Contributing

141 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

142 Arkansas Avenue
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

100 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

103 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

105 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

106 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

108 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

110 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

113 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

114 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

115 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

116 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

120 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

123 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

125 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

126 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

127 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

128 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing
134 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

136 E.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

100 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

101 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

105 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

106 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

107 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

109 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

110 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

113 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing
116 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

118 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

119 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

120 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

121 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

122 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

123 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

130 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

131 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

133 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

134 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

135 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

136 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

137 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

138 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

139 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

141 W.Arrowwood Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

100 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

101 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

103 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

106 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
107 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

108 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

109 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

110 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

111 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

112 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

113 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

114 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

115 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

116 Ashland Lane
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

100 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

105 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

106 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

107 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

108 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

111 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

112 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

114 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

115 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing
116 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

117 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

120 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

121 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

122 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

126 Aspen Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

119 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

132 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

134 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

135 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

136 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing
138 Athens Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

140 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

142 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

143 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

147 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

148 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

150 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

151 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

152 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

156 Athens Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

157 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

159 Athens Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

101 Atlanta Road
H Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Atlanta Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Atlanta Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

107 Atlanta Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Atlanta Road
H Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Atlanta Road
Church--East chapel
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Atlanta Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Atlanta Road
G Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

115 Atlanta Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Atlanta Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

117 Atlanta Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

118 Atlanta Road
H Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

120 Atlanta Road
H Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

122 Atlanta Road
G Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

101 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contribution

102 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contribution

103 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contribution

104 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

107 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contribution

112 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

118 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

120 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

122 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

128 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

130 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

132 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

134 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

136 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

138 Audubon Road
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing
201 S. Benedict Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact.
Contributing

202-204 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

203 S. Benedict Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

206-208 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

209 S. Benedict Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact.
Contributing

210-212 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

214-216 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

218-220 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

222-224 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

226-228 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport and detached garage (C).
Contributing

227-229 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing
230-232 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

231-233 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

234-236 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

238-240 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

242-244 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

246-248 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

250-252 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

254-256 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

258-260 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

262-264 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

266-268 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

270–272 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

274–276 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

278–280 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

282–284 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

286–288 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

290–292 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

291–293 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

294–296 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

295–297 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

298–300 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

299–301 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

303-305 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

306-308 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

307-309 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

310 S. Benedict Avenue/233 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

311 S. Benedict Avenue/239 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

101 Bennett Lane
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

103 Bennett Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 Bennett Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

105 Bennett Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact.
Contributing

106 Bennett Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

107 Bennett Lane
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

108 Bennett Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

109 Bennett Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact.
Contributing

110 Bennett Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

111 Bennett Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact.
Contributing

112 Bennett Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

114 Bennett Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

100 Bethune Circle/263 S. Benedict Avenue
23 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

101 Bethune Circle/253 S. Benedict Circle
23 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

102-104 Bethune Circle
23 Frame
Original form intact with detached garage (NC).
Contributing

103-105 Bethune Circle
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing
106-108 Bethune Circle
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

107-109 Bethune Circle
24 Frame
Original form intact with lateral addition.
Contributing

111-113 Bethune Circle
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

115-117 Bethune Circle
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

119-121 Bethune Circle
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

122-124 Bethune Circle
24 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

123-125 Bethune Circle
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

126-128 Bethune Circle
24 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

127-129 Bethune Circle
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

130-132 Bethune Circle
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

131-133 Bethune Circle
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing
134-136 Bethune Circle
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

135-137 Bethune Circle
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

139-141 Bethune Circle
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

143-145 Bethune Circle
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

146-148 Bethune Circle
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

147-149 Bethune Circle
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

150 Bethune Circle/269 Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

151-153 Bethune Circle
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

100 Bettis Lane/241 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

101-103 Bettis Lane
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

102-104 Bettis Lane
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

105-107 Bettis Lane
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

106-108 Bettis Lane
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

109-111 Bettis Lane
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

110-112 Bettis Lane
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

113-115 Bettis Lane
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

114-116 Bettis Lane
24 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

117-119 Bettis Lane
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

100? Broadway
Site--Blankenship Field
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Cahill Lane
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

101 Cahill Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Cahill Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

103 Cahill Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 Cahill Lane
B Cemesto
Extensive alteration obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

105 Cahill Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

106 Cahill Lane
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

107 Cahill Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

108 Cahill Lane
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

109 Cahill Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

110 Cahill Lane
D Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

111 Cahill Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

112 Cahill Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

113 Cahill Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

114 Cahill Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

115 Cahill Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing

116 Cahill Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

117 Cahill Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

118 Cahill Lane
A Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

120 Cahill Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

84-90 California
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

85-91 California
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

92-98 California
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

93-99 California
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
100 California Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

101 California Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and attached carport in ell.
Contributing

102 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

105 California Avenue
Model 34
Some alterations but original form intact with one shed/carport
Contributing

108 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

110 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

112 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

113 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

114 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with porch addition.
Contributing

114 1/2 California Avenue
Model 34
Original form intact with attached carport with rear addition
Contributing

116 California Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

117 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

118 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Bricked facade but original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

119 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

120 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing

121 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

122 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

123 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Bricked facade but original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

124 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

125 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

126 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

127 California Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

128 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

129 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

130 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

131 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

132 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

140 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

141 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and attached carport
Contributing

142 California Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

143 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

150 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing
151 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

152 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

153 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

155 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

157 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with exterior rear addition and attached carport.
Contributing

159 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

161 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

162 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

163 California Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

164 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

165 California Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

166 California Avenue  
C Cemento  
Extensive alterations obscure original form.  
Non-contributing

167 California Avenue  
A Cemento  
Original form intact with attached carport.  
Contributing

168 California Avenue  
C Cemento  
Original form intact  
Contributing

169 California Avenue  
A Cemento  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

170 California Avenue  
C Cemento  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

171 California Avenue  
A Cemento  
Original form intact; above-ground swimming pool.  
Contributing

172 California Avenue  
B Cemento  
Extensive alterations to forms obscure original form.  
Non-contributing

173 California Avenue  
B Cemento  
Original form intact with attached carport.  
Contributing

174 California Avenue  
B Cemento  
Original form intact with attached garage  
Contributing

175 California Avenue  
A Cemento  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

176 California Avenue  
C Cemento
Original form intact.
Contributing

177 California Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

178 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

179 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

180 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Extensive alterations obscure original form
Non-contributing

181 California Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

183 California Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

185 California Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

187 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

189 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

190 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

191 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

193 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

194 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

195 California Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

196 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

197 California Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

199 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

201 California Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

203 California Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Carlisle Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Carlisle Lane
B Cemesto
Alteration to windows but original form intact
Contributing
103 Carlisle Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

104 Carlisle Lane
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

105 Carlisle Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage.
Contributing

106 Carlisle Lane
A Cemesto
Extensive alteration obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

107 Carlisle Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing

100 Cedar Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with one small outbuilding.
Contributing

101 Cedar Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Cedar Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

103 Cedar Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

104 Cedar Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

105 Cedar Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing
106 Cedar Lane
A Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

107 Cedar Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

108 Cedar Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

109 Cedar Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

110 Cedar Lane
B Cemesto
Alteration to facade material but original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

111 Cedar Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

112 Cedar Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

113 Cedar Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

114 Cedar Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing

115 Cedar Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

116 Cedar Lane
D Cemesto
Exterior rear addition to house, but original form remains intact. Contributing

117 Cedar Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact. Contributing

101 Cedar Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact. Contributing

112 Cedar Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact. Contributing

113 Cedar Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact. Contributing

100 Chatham Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport Contributing

101 Chatham Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact. Contributing

102 Chatham Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact. Contributing

103 Chatham Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and front porch Contributing

104 Chatham Lane
A Cemesto
Porch addition but original form intact Contributing

105 Chatham Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport. Contributing

106 Chatham Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

107 Chatham Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

108 Chatham Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

109 Chatham Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

110 Chatham Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

111 Chatham Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

112 Chatham Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

101 Clarion
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

112 Clarion
A Cemesto
Wing addition in keeping with original form
Contributing

100 Clarion Road
A Cemesto
Extensive alterations to facade obscure original form.
Non-contributing

102 Clarion Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations to facade obscure original form.
Non-contributing
103 Clarion Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and attached carport
Contributing

104 Clarion Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations to facade obscure original form.
Non-contributing

105 Clarion Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

106 Clarion Road
A Cemesto
Original porch and form intact
Contributing

107 Clarion Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

108 Clarion Road
A Cemesto
Extensive alterations to facade obscure original form.
Non-contributing

109 Clarion Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

111 Clarion Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Clarion Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Dallas Lane
C Cemesto
Brick facade but original form intact with one attached carport and one detached carport
Contributing

101 Dallas Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Dallas Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with one outbuilding.
Contributing

103 Dallas Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

100 E. Dalton Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 E. Dalton Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

104 E. Dalton Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

100 W. Dalton Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing

101 W. Dalton Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and shed porch.
Contributing

102 W. Dalton Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

103 W. Dalton Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

104 W. Dalton Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

105 W. Dalton Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

106 W. Dalton Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

107 W. Dalton Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

109 W. Dalton Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

111 W. Dalton Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage.
Contributing

100 E. Damascus Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with original wood frame windows.
Contributing

101 E. Damascus Road  <<Duplicate>>??
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

101 E. Damascus Road
C Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

102 E. Damascus Road
D Cemesto
Original form with cemesto panels and wood frame windows intact.
Contributing

103 E. Damascus Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

103 E. Damascus Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with wood frame windows and attached porch.
Contributing
104 E. Damascus Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with wood frame windows.
Contributing

105 E. Damascus Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with one outbuilding.
Contributing

106 E. Damascus Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

107 E. Damascus Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

100 W. Damascus Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

101 W. Damascus Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 W. Damascus Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage.
Contributing

103 W. Damascus Road
F Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 W. Damascus Road
D Cemesto
Some window alteration but original form intact.
Contributing

106 W. Damascus Road
D Cemesto
Some window alteration but original form intact.
Contributing

100 Darwin Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing
100 Darwin Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

101 Darwin Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Darwin Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Darwin Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

103 Darwin Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 Darwin Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 Darwin Lane
D Cemesto
Alteration to entry but original form intact.
Contributing

105 Darwin Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing

106 Darwin Lane
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

106 Darwin Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

107 Darwin Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

108 Darwin Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

109 Darwin Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

110 Darwin Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

101 Darwin Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with one outbuilding.
Contributing

103 Darwin Road
F Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

107 Darwin Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

109 Darwin Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

111 Darwin Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

100 Decatur Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

101 Decatur Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Decatur Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

103 Decatur Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing

104 Decatur Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

105 Decatur Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

106 Decatur Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing

107 Decatur Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

108 Decatur Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

109 Decatur Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

110 Decatur Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with subterranean garage.
Contributing

111 Decatur Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

112 Decatur Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

113 Decatur Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport in rear.
Contributing

114 Decatur Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with rear addition.
Contributing

115 Decatur Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact and attached carport.
Contributing

116 Decatur Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

117 Decatur Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

118 Decatur Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

119 Decatur Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact and attached carport.
Contributing

120 Decatur Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

121 Decatur Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing

123 Decatur Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing

125 Decatur Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing
127 Decatur Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and one outbuilding. Contributing

100 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact detached carport. Contributing

101 Delaware Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact. Contributing

105 Delaware Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact. Contributing

200 Delaware Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form with cemesto panels and wood frame windows intact. Contributing

201 Delaware Avenue
F Cemesto
Original form intact. Contributing

300 Delaware Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels. Contributing

306 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels. Contributing

308 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Some alterations but original form intact. Contributing

310 Delaware Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and porch Contributing

312 Delaware Avenue
C Cemesto
Bricked facade but original form intact. Contributing
314 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing

401 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

403 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

408 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto

415 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with one small outbuilding (NC)
Contributing

417 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

419 Delaware Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

428 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

430 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with screened porch
Contributing

431 Delaware Avenue
Model 32
Original form intact
Contributing

432 Delaware Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
433 Delaware Avenue
Model 32
Original form intact with one small shed (NC)
Contributing

434 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

435 Delaware Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

436 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

437 Delaware Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

439 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

500 Delaware Avenue
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

501 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

502 Delaware Avenue
D Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

503 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

505 Delaware Avenue
Model 33
Original form intact
Contributing
506 Delaware Avenue  
F Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

507 Delaware Avenue  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

508 Delaware Avenue  
Model 33  
Original form intact with detached carport.  
Contributing

509 Delaware Avenue  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

510 Delaware Avenue  
Model 32  
Alteration to original form.  
Non-contributing

511 Delaware Avenue  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

513 Delaware Avenue  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

514 Delaware Avenue  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

515 Delaware Avenue  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

516 Delaware Avenue  
B Cemesto  
Alteration to original form.  
Non-contributing

517 Delaware Avenue  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact
Contributing

518 Delaware Avenue
B Cemesto
Alteration obscures original form.
Non-contributing

519 Delaware Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

520 Delaware Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

521 Delaware Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

522 Delaware Avenue
B Cemesto
Extensive alteration to facade obscures original form.
Non-contributing

523 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

524 Delaware Avenue
A Cem esto
Original form intact with little alteration
Contributing

525 Delaware Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Delaware Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

100 Delmar Circle
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

101 Delmar Circle
A Circle
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Delmar Circle
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

103 Delmar Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 Delmar Circle
D Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

105 Delmar Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

106 Delmar Circle
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

107 Delmar Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing

108 Delmar Circle
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

109 Delmar Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

110 Delmar Circle
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

111 Delmar Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

112 Delmar Circle
A Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

113 Delmar Circle
D Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

114 Delmar Circle
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

115 Delmar Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage and carport
Contributing

116 Delmar Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

117 Delmar Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

118 Delmar Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact with garage addition to rear
Contributing

100 Devon Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

101 Devon Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

103 Devon Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

100 Dewey Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing
101 Dewey Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

102 Dewey Road
C Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

102 Dewey Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

103 Dewey Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

104 Dewey Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

105 Dewey Road
B Cemesto
Original form with cemesto panels and original windows intact and attached
carport.
Contributing

106 Dewey Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

107 Dewey Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with original wood frame windows
Contributing

108 Dewey Road
A Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

109 Dewey Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

110 Dewey Road
A Cemesto
111 Dewey Road
A Comesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

200-202 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

201-203 S. Dillard Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

204-206 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

205-207 S. Dillard Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

208-210 S. Dillard Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

209-211 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

212-214 S. Dillard Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

213-215 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

216-218 S. Dillard Avenue
23 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

217-219 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

220-222 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

221-223 S. Dillard Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

224-226 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

225-227 S. Dillard Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

228-230 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

229-231 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

232-234 S. Dillard Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

233 S. Dillard Avenue/310 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

236 S. Dillard Avenue/237 Fisk Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

239 S. Dillard Avenue/311 S. Benedict Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing
241-243 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

242 S. Dillard Avenue/238 S. Fisk Avenue
23 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

244-246 S. Dillard Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

245-247 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

248-250 S. Dillard Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

249-251 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

252-254 S. Dillard Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

253-255 S. Dillard Avenue
23 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

256-258 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

257-259 S. Dillard Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

260-262 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact with attached shed.
Contributing
264 S. Dillard Avenue/199 Hampton Road
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

101 Disston Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

103 Disston Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

105 Disston Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

107 Disston Road
D Cemesto
Original form with cemesto panels and wood frame windows intact
Contributing

108 Disston Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alteration to facade obscures original form.
Non-contributing

109 Disston Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing

110 Disston Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

111 Disston Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

112 Disston Road
D Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original forms.
Non-contributing

114 Disston Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels.
Contributing

116 Disston Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

118 Disston Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

100 Dixie Lane
A Cemesto
Alteration obscures original form.
Non-contributing

101 Dixie Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

102 Dixie Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Dixie Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Dixie Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and one outbuilding (NC)
Contributing

105 Dixie Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

106 Dixie Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 Dixie Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 Dixie Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Dixie Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

111 Dixie Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

112 Dixie Lane
B Cemesto
Alteration obstructs original form.
Non-contributing

113 Dixie Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Dixie Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Dixie Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Dixie Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Dixie Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with some alteration
Contributing
201 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

202 East Drive
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

204 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

212 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

215 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

217 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

221 East Drive
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

223 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

225 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

226 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

228 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing
230 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

231 East Drive
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

232 East Drive
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

234 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

237 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

238 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

239 East Drive
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

240 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

242 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

243 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

244 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

245 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

246 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

248 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

250 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

255 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

256 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

258 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

259 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

260 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

262 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

263 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

265 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

266 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

268 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

269 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

272 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

276 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

277 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

278 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

279 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

280 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

281 East Drive
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

283 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

285 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

287 East Drive
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

292 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

295 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

296 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

298 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

300 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

301 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

302 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing
304 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

306 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

307 East Drive
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

308 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

309 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

310 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

311 East Drive
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

312 East Drive
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

313 East Drive
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

314 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

315 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing
316 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

317 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

318 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

319 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

320 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

321 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

322 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

324 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

325 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

326 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

327 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

628 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

329 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

331 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

332 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

334 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

335 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

336 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

337 East Drive
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

338 East Drive
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

340 East Drive
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

342 East Drive
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

398 East Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

411 East Drive
Model 31
Original form intact
Contributing

413 East Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

417 East Drive
Model 33
Original form intact
Contributing

421 East Drive
Model 34
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

425 East Drive
B Cemesto
Brick facing but original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

427 East Drive
A Cemesto
Facade alteration obscures original form.
Non-contributing

428 East Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

429 East Drive
B Cemesto
Some alteration to facade but original form intact
Contributing

430 East Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

431 East Drive
B Ceremoto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

432 East Drive
C Ceremoto
Original form intact with ceremoto panels
Contributing

433 East Drive
D Ceremoto
Original form intact with ceremoto panels
Contributing

435 East Drive
D Ceremoto
Addition to rear but original form intact
Contributing

437 East Drive
D Ceremoto
Some alteration to windows but original form intact
Contributing

438 East Drive
C Ceremoto
Original form intact
Contributing

439 East Drive
D Ceremoto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

440 East Drive
A Ceremoto
Original form intact
Contributing

441 East Drive
D Ceremoto
Original form intact
Contributing

442 East Drive
A Ceremoto
Original form intact
Contributing

443 East Drive
D Ceremoto
Original form intact
Contributing
444 East Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

445 East Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

446 East Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

447 East Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with one small outbuilding.
Contributing

448 East Drive
A Cemesto
Extensive alterations obscure original form.
Non-contributing

449 East Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

451 East Drive
D Cemesto
Some alterations but original form intact
Contributing

453 East Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

454 East Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

455 East Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

456 East Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
458 East Drive
A Cemesto
Original form with cemesto panels
Contributing

459 East Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

460 East Drive
C Cemesto
Original form with detached carport.
Contributing

461 East drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

462 East Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

463 East Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

464 East Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

465 East Drive
B Cemesto
Form intact
Contributing

467 East Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Eaton Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

103 Eaton Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 Eaton Lane
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

105 Eaton Lane
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

102 Edgehill Lane
Title VIII
Alterations to original form intact.
Non-contributing

103 Edgehill Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 Edgehill Lane
Title VIII
Original form intact.
Contributing

105 Edgehill Lane
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

106 Edgehill Lane
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

107 Edgehill Lane
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

100 Edison Lane
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

101 Edison Lane
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

105 Edison Lane
Title VIII
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

100 Essex Lane
Model 34
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Essex Lane
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obscure original form.
Non-contributing

102 Essex Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Essex Lane
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obscure original form.
Non-contributing

104 Essex Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Euclid Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Euclid Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Euclid Circle
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Euclid Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact with shed porch
Contributing

106 Euclid Circle
B Cemesto
Addition in keeping with original form
Contributing

107 Euclid Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact with original porch and cemesto panels
Contributing

108 Euclid Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Euclid Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

110 Euclid Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and attached carport
Contributing

112 Euclid Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

113 Euclid Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact with original porch and cemesto panels
Contributing

114 Euclid Circle
B Cemesto
Converted to duplex but original form intact
Contributing

115 Euclid Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact with addition and original porch
Contributing

116 Euclid Circle
D Cemesto
Some alteration to facade but original form intact
Contributing

118 Euclid Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage.
Contributing

120 Euclid Circle
B Cemesto
Addition in keeping with original form
Contributing
121 Euclid Circle
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obscure original form.
Non-contributing

122 Euclid Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

124 Euclid Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

125 Euclid Circle
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

126 Euclid Circle
D Cemesto
Some alteration but original form intact
Contributing

127 Euclid Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and screened porch
Contributing

130 Euclid Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

132 Euclid Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Euclid Place
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Euclid Place
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obscure original form.
Non-contributing

104 Euclid Place
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
105 Euclid Place
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Euclid Place
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and porch
Contributing

107 Euclid Place
B Cemesto
Original form intact with some alteration
Contributing

108 Euclid Place
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

109 Euclid Place
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Evans Lane
B Cemesto
Some alterations but original form intact
Contributing

102 Evans Lane
C Cemesto
Brick facing but original form intact
Contributing

103 Evans Lane
B Cemesto
Rear addition but original form intact
Contributing

104 Evans Lane
B Cemesto
Brick facing but original form intact
Contributing

105 Evans Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Evans Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and attached carport
Contributing

107 Evans Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Evans Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Evans Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Evans Lane
D Cemesto
Redwood siding but original form intact
Contributing

111 Evans Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Everest Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Everest Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage
Contributing

102 Everest Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Everest Circle
A Cemesto
Bricked facade but original form intact with one outbuilding.
Contributing

104 Everest Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Everest Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribute

107 Everest Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

108 Everest Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

109 Everest Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribute

110 Everest Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

111 Everest Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage.
Contribute

112 Everest Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

113 Everest Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

114 Everest Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribute

115 Everest Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

116 Everest Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

117 Everest Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact/one outbuilding with attached carport. Contributing

118 Everest Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

119 Everest Circle
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

120 Everest Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

124 Everest Circle
B Cemesto
Some alterations but original form intact
Contributing

126 Everest Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

128 Everest Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

316-322 E. Fairview
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

324 E. Fairview Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

325 E. Fairview Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with small addition and one cont. shed
Contributing

326 E. Fairview Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing
327 E. Fairview Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

328 E. Fairview Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

329 E. Fairview Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

330 E. Fairview Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

332 E. Fairview Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

334 E. Fairview Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

336 E. Fairview Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

338 E. Fairview Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

200 W. Fairview Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

201 W. Fairview Road
B Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

203 W. Fairview Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing
204 W. Fairview Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

205 W. Fairview Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

206 W. Fairview Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

207 W. Fairview Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

208 W. Fairview Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

209-215 W. Fairview
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

210 W. Fairview Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

212 W. Fairview Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

214 W. Fairview Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with small lateral wing
Contributing

216 W. Fairview Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

217-223 W. Fairview
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

218 W. Fairview Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribute

225-231 W. Fairview Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

300-306 E. Farragut Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

301 E. Farragut Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

303 E. Farragut Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

305 E. Farragut Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contribute

307 E. Farragut Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

308 E. Farragut Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

309 E. Farragut Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

101-107 W. Farragut Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

109-117 W. Farragut Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

119-125 W. Farragut Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

127-133 W. Farragut Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 W. Farragut Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 W. Farragut Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 W. Farragut Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

106 W. Farragut Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with small lateral addition and detached garage (NC)
Contributing

108 W. Farragut Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 W. Farragut Road
Model 33
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

114 W. Farragut Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage at rear (C)
Contributing

300 E. Faunce Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
301 E. Faunce Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

302 E. Faunce Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original forms.
Non-contributing

303 E. Faunce Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

304 E. Faunce Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

305 E. Faunce Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

306 E. Faunce Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

307 E. Faunce Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

308 E. Faunce Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

301 W. Faunce Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

302 W. Faunce Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

303 W. Faunce Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing
304 W. Faunce Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

305 W. Faunce Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

306 W. Faunce Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

307 W. Faunce Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

308 W. Faunce Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

309 W. Faunce Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with small addition
Contributing

311 W. Faunce Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

313 W. Faunce Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

315 W. Faunce Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

317 W. Faunce Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

319 W. Faunce Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

302 E. Fernhill Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with addition
Contributing

304 E. Fernhill Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

305 E. Fernhill Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

306 E. Fernhill Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

307 E. Fernhill Lane
A Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

308 E. Fernhill Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

309 E. Fernhill Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

310 E. Fernhill Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

311 E. Fernhill Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with basement garage
Contributing

312 E. Fernhill Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

313 E. Fernhill Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with addition
Contributing

314 E. Fernhill Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

315 E. Fernhill Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

316 E. Fernhill Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

317 E. Fernhill Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

300 E. Fernhill Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

301 E. Fernhill Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

302 E. Fernhill Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

303 E. Fernhill Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

304 E. Fernhill Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

300 W. Fernhill Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

301 W. Fernhill Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

302 W. Fernhill Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

303 W. Fernhill Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

304 W. Fernhill Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

305 W. Fernhill Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

306 W. Fernhill Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

307 W. Fernhill Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

301 Firestone Road
Model 34
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

206-208 S. Fisk Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

209-211 S. Fisk Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

210-212 S. Fisk Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing
213-215 S. Fisk Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

214-216 S. Fisk Avenue
24 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

217-219 S. Fisk Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

218-220 S. Fisk Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

221-223 S. Fisk Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

222-224 S. Fisk Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

226-228 S. Fisk Avenue
24 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

230-232 S. Fisk Avenue
24 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

234-236 S. Fisk Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

238 S. Fisk Avenue/242 S. Dillard Avenue
23 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

124 Florida Avenue
B Bemesto
Original form intact with recessed wing and contrib. shed
Contributing
126 Florida Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

300-306 Florida Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

301-307 Florida Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

308-314 Florida Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

309-315 Florida Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

600 Florida Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

601 Florida Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact with one outbuilding (NC)
Contributing

602 Florida Avenue
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

603 Florida Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

604 Florida Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

605 Florida Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

606 Florida Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

607 Florida Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

609 Florida Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

700 Florida Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

701 Florida Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

702 Florida Avenue
A Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

703 Florida Avenue
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

704 Florida Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

705 Florida Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

706 Florida Avenue
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form. One contributing outbuilding.
Non-contributing

707 Florida Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

708 Florida Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

709 Florida Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

711 Florida Avenue
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

712 Florida Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

714 Florida Avenue
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

716 Florida Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with small wing
Contribution

718 Florida Avenue
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

719 Florida Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact with some cemesto and attached carport
Contribution

721 Florida Avenue
Model 32
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

723 Florida Avenue
Model 32
Original form intact
Contribution

725 Florida Avenue
Model 32
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

301 E. Forest Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

303 E. Forest Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

305 E. Forest Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

307 E. Forest Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

313 E. Forest Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

315 E. Forest Lane
B Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

317 E. Forest Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

302 E. Forest Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

304 E. Forest Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

306 E. Forest Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
308 E. Forest Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

309 E. Forest Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

311 E. Forest Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

312 E. Forest Road
Model 34
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

300 W. Forest Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with some cemesto panels, attached carport, and detached shed (C)
Contributing

302 W. Forest Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

301 W. Forest Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

303 W. Forest Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

304 W. Forest Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 Fulton Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Fulton Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

102 Fulton Lane
A CeMesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Fulton Lane
B CeMesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Fulton Lane
A CeMesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Fulton Lane
C CeMesto
Original form intact with cemesto and attached carport
Contributing

107 Fulton Lane
B CeMesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 Fulton Lane
B CeMesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Fulton Lane
B CeMesto
Original form intact with detached carport and shed (NC)
Contributing

110 Fulton Lane
C CeMesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

111 Fulton Lane
B CeMesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

113 Fulton Lane
A CeMesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing
101 E. Geneva Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

102 E. Geneva Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 E. Geneva Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto and small lateral wing
Contributing

104 E. Geneva Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 E. Geneva Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 E. Geneva Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

108 E. Geneva Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto
Contributing

109 E. Geneva Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

110 E. Geneva Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111 E. Geneva Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with one shed (NC)
Contributing

112 E. Geneva Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
113 E. Geneva Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 E. Geneva Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 E. Geneva Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and detached
guesthouse (NC)
Contributing

117 E. Geneva Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

100 W. Geneva Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 W. Geneva Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 W. Geneva Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 W. Geneva Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 W. Geneva Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

107 W. Geneva Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 W. Geneva Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 W. Geneva Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

110 W. Geneva Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and NC shed
Contributing

76-82 Georgia Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

84-90 Georgia Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

85-91 Georgia Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

93-99 Georgia Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Georgia Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

103 Georgia Avenue
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

104 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

105 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

107 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

108 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

109 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with recessed wing
Contributing

110 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Georgia Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Georgia Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Georgia Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Georgia Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
117 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

118 Georgia Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

119 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

120 Georgia Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

121 Georgia Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

122 Georgia Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

123 Georgia Avenue
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

124 Georgia Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

126 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

127 Georgia Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

128 Georgia Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
129 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

130 Georgia Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

131 Georgia Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

132 Georgia Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

134 Georgia Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

135 Georgia Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

136 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

137 Georgia Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage.
Contributing

138 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

139 Georgia Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

140 Georgia Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

141 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral wing
Contributing

142 Georgia Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

144 Georgia Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

145 Georgia Avenue
Model 34
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

147 Georgia Avenue
Model 33
Original form intact
Contributing

149 Georgia Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

150 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

151 Georgia Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

152 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

153 Georgia Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

154 Georgia Avenue
Model 33
155 Georgia Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103-105 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

107-109 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

111-113 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

121-123 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

125 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

126 W. Gettysburg Avenue/144 Manhattan Avenue
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

128 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

130 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 17 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

131 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Church
Original form intact
Contributing

132 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 15 Frame
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

134 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 17 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

136 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

138 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

139 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

140 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

141 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

142 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

143 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

144 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

145 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact with one outbuilding (C)
Contributing
146 W. Gettysburg Avenue  
Model 15 Block  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

147 W. Gettysburg Avenue  
Model 15 Block  
Original form intact with one outbuilding (NC)  
Contributing

148 W. Gettysburg Avenue  
Model 18 Block  
Original form intact  
Contributing

150 W. Gettysburg Avenue  
Model 16 Block

151 W. Gettysburg Avenue  
Model 18 Block  
Original form intact  
Contributing

100 Glendale Lane  
B Cemesto  
Alterations to original form.  
Non-contributing

101 Glendale Lane  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

102 Glendale Lane  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)  
Contributing

103 Glendale Lane  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

104 Glendale Lane  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

105 Glendale Lane  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

106 Glendale Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 Glendale Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 Glendale Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Glendale Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

111 Glendale Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Glendale Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Glendale Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

114 Glendale Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Glendale Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

100 Gordon Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Gordon Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
103 Gordon Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contribution

104 Gordon Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

105 Gordon Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

108 Gordon Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with one outbuilding (NC)
Contribution

109 Gordon Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

110 Gordon Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

111 Gordon Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

112 Gordon Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

114 Gordon Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

116 Gordon Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

100 Gorgas lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contribution
101 Gorgas Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Gorgas Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Gorgas Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Gorgas Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form. One outbuilding (C)
Non-contributing

107 Gorgas Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Gorgas Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

109 Gorgas Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Gorgas Lane
C Cemesto

112 Gorgas Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Gorgas Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Gorgas Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
115 Gorgas Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage
Contributing

116 Gorgas Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

117 Gorgas Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Goucher Circle
Model 17 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Goucher Circle
Model 17 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Goucher Circle
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

105 Goucher Circle
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

107 Goucher Circle
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109 Goucher Circle
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

110 Goucher Circle
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

111 Goucher Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing
113 Goucher Circle
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

115 Goucher Circle
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

117 Goucher Circle
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

119 Goucher Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

120 Goucher Circle
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

121 Goucher Circle
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

123 Goucher Circle
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

125 Goucher Circle
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

127 Goucher Circle
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

128 Goucher Circle
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

129 Goucher Circle
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

130 Goucher Circle
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

131 Goucher Circle
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

132 Goucher Circle
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

100-102 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101-103 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

100-102 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104-106 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108-110 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

112-114 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

116-118 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117-119 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

120-122 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121-123 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

122-135 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

124-126 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

125-127 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

128-130 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

129-131 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

132-134 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

136-138 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

137-139 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

141-143 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

145-147 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

149-151 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

152-154 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

153-155 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

156-158 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

157-159 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

160-162 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
161-163 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

165-167 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

168-170 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

169-171 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

173-175 Hamilton Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

199 Hampton Road/264 S. Dillard Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

201-203 Hampton Road
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

205 Hampton Road/148 Spellman Avenue
23 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

103-105 Hickory Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104-106 Hickory Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

107-109 Hickory Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
101-103 S. Hickory Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104-106 S. Hickory Lane
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

105-107 S. Hickory Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108-110 S. Hickory Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 S. Hickory Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

112-114 S. Hickory Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113-115 S. Hickory Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

116-118 S. Hickory Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117-119 S. Hickory Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

120-122 S. Hickory Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

148-150 Highland Avenue
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

152-154 Highland Avenue
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

156-158 Highland Avenue
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

160-162 Highland Avenue
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

205-207 Highland Avenue
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

213-215 Highland Avenue
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

217-219 Highland Avenue
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

218-220 Highland Avenue
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

228-234 Highland Avenue
K Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

236-238 Highland Avenue
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

240-246 Highland Avenue
K Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

247-249 Highland Avenue
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

248-250 Highland Avenue
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

251-253 Highland Avenue
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

252-258 Highland Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

255-257 Highland Avenue
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

260-262 Highland Avenue
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

270-272 Highland Avenue
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

274-276 Highland Avenue
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

110-112 Hillside Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

130-132 Hillside Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

134-146 Hillside Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

141-143 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

142-144 Hillside Road
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

150-152 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

153 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

154-156 Hillside Road
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

155-157 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

158-160 Hillside Road
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

159-161 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

162-164 Hillside Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

163-165 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

166-168 Hillside Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
167-169 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

170-172 Hillside Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

171-173 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

174-176 Hillside Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

175-177 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

178-180 Hillside Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

179-181 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

183-185 Hillside Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

187-189 Hillside Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

191-193 Hillside Road
T Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

195-197 Hillside Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
223-225 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

229-231 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

230-232 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

233-235 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

234-236 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

237-239 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

238-240 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

242-244 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

243-245 Hillside Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

120-122 N. Hollywood Circle
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121-123 N. Hollywood Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

124-126 N. Hollywood Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

125-127 N. Hollywood Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

129-131 N. Hollywood Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

133-135 N. Hollywood Circle
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

137-139 N. Hollywood Circle
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

141-143 N. Hollywood Circle
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

144-146 N. Hollywood Circle
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

145-147 N. Hollywood Circle
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

148-150 N. Hollywood Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

149-151 N. Hollywood Circle
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

153-155 N. Hollywood Circle
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

100-102 S. Hollywood Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101-103 S. Hollywood Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 S. Hollywood Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 S. Hollywood Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

112-114 S. Hollywood Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113-115 S. Hollywood Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

116-118 S. Hollywood Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117-119 S. Hollywood Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101-107 E. Holston Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104-110 E. Holston Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-115 E. Holston Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

112-118 E. Holston Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101-103 W. Holston Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104-106 W. Holston Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 W. Holston Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108-110 W. Holston Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 W. Holston Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

112-114 W. Holston Lane
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113-115 W. Holston Lane
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

116-118 W. Holston Lane
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117-119 W. Holston Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
120-122 W. Holston Lane
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

124-126 W. Holston Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

100-102 Howard Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101-107 Howard Lane
K Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

104-106 Howard Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108-110 Howard Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 Howard Lane
T Frame
Original form intact with detached carport (C)
Contributing

112-114 Howard Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101-103 Hoyt Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104-110 Hoyt Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 Hoyt Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
112-114 Hoyt Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113-115 Hoyt Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

116-118 Hoyt Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117-123 Hoyt Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104-106 E. Hunter Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108-110 E. Hunter Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

116-118 W. Hunter Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

102-104 Hunter Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

103-105 Hunter Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

106-108 Hunter Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

107-109 Hunter Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

110-112 Hunter Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

111-113 Hunter Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

116-118 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

120-122 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

124-126 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

128-130 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

132-134 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

140-142 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

144-146 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

148-150 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

152-154 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

156-158 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

160-162 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

204-206 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

208-210 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

212-214 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

216-218 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

220-222 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

224-226 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

232-234 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

236-242 Illinois Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

456 S. Illinois Avenue
Public building
original form intact
Contributing

100 Inca Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Inca Circle
AEC-built
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

103 Inca Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

105 Inca Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

107 Inca Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

109 Inca Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact with detached outbuilding (C).
Contributing

111 Inca Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

113 Inca Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

114 Inca Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

115 Inca Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing
116 Inca Circle  
AEC-built  
Alterations to original form.  
Non-contributing

117 Inca Circle  
AEC-built  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

102 Iris Circle  
AEC-built  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

103 Iris Circle  
AEC-built  
Original form intact with attached carport.  
Contributing

104 Iris Circle  
AEC-built  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

105 Iris Circle  
AEC-built  
Original form intact with attached carport.  
Contributing

106 Iris Circle  
AEC-built  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

107 Iris Circle  
AEC-built  
Original form intact.  
Contributing

108 Iris Circle  
AEC-built  
Alterations to original form.  
Non-contributing

109 Iris Circle  
AEC-built  
Alteration to original form.  
Non-contributing

117 Iris Circle  
AEC-built  
Alteration to original form.  
Non-contributing
119 Iris Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

120 Iris Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing

121 Iris Circle
AEC-built
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

122 Iris Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

123 Iris Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

124 Iris Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

125 Iris Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

126 Iris Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

127 Iris Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

129 Iris Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

130 Iris Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

131 Iris Circle
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

145 Iroquois Road
Church
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Ivanhoe Road
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

101 Ivanhoe Road
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Ivanhoe Road
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

103 Ivanhoe Road
AEC-built
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

107 Ivanhoe Road
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

109 Ivanhoe Road
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

100-102 Ivy Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101-103 Ivy Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 Ivy Lane
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

106-108 Ivy Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 Ivy Lane
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
101-103 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

110-112 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113-115 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

114-116 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117-119 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

120-122 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121-123 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

124-126 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

125-127 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
128-130 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

129-131 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

132-134 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

133-135 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

136-138 Jarrett Lane
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Jasper Lane
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

102 Jasper Lane
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

104 Jasper Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Jasper Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

109 Jasper Lane
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

111 Jasper Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Jasper Lane
Rb1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

113 Jasper Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Jay Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Jay lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Jay lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

55-59 Jefferson Avenue
Public building--cafeteria
Original form intact
Contributing

215-217 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

218-220 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

219-221 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

222-224 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

223-225 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

226-228 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

227-229 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

230-232 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

231-233 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

234-240 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

235-241 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

242-244 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

245-247 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

246-248 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

250-252 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

253-255 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

254–256 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

258–260 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

261–263 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

262–264 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

265–267 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

266–268 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

269–271 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

270–272 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

273–275 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

274–276 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
277-279 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

278-280 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

281-283 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

282-284 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

285-287 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

286-288 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

289-291 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

290-292 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

293-295 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

297-299 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

298-300 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
301-303 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

302-304 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

305-307 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

306-308 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

309-311 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

310-312 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

313-315 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

314-316 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

317-319 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

318-324 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

321-323 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

326-332 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

334-336 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

338-340 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

339-341 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

342-344 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

343-345 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

346 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

347-349 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

348 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

350 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

351-353 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

352 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

354 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

355-357 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

356-358 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

359-361 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

360 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

363-365 Jefferson Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

392 Jefferson Avenue
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

394 Jefferson Avenue
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

395 Jefferson Avenue
Church
Original form intact
Contributing

396 Jefferson Avenue
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

404 Jefferson Avenue
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

418 Jefferson Avenue
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

420 Jefferson Avenue
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

422 Jefferson Avenue
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

110-112 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

114-116 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

118-120 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

122-124 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

126-128 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

130-132 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
134-136 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

138-140 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

142-144 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

145 N. Jefferson Circle
Church
Original form intact
Contributing

146-148 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

150-152 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

154-156 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

158-160 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

162-164 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

166-168 N. Jefferson Circle
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

162 S. Jefferson Circle
Church
Original form intact
Contributing
107 Jefferson Terminal Road
Commercial
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Jellico Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Jellico Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Jellico Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Jellico Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Jellico Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Jellico Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Jellico Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Jellico Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Jellico Lane
RB1 frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

113 Jellico Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Jellico Lane
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

115 Jellico Lane
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

116 Jellico Lane
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

118 Jellico Lane
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

120 Jellico Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121 Jellico Lane
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

122 Jellico Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

123 Jellico Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Jersey Lane
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

104 Jersey Lane
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

105 Jersey Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

106 Jersey Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

107 Jersey Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

108 Jersey Lane
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109 Jersey Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

110 Jersey Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

111 Jersey Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

112 Jersey Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

117 Jersey Lane
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

118 Jersey Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

119 Jersey Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

121 Jersey Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

131 Jersey Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

132 Jersey Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

133 Jersey Lane
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

111 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Johnson Road
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Johnson Road
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

119 Johnson Road
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

121 Johnson Road
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
122 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

124 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

126 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

128 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

130 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

132 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

133 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

134 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

136 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

137 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

138 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
139 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

141 Johnson Road
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

143 Johnson Road
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

145 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

147 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

148 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

149 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

150 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

151 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

152 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

153 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

155 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

156 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

157 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

158 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

159 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

161 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

162 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

163 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

164 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

165 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

167 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

171 Johnson road
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

173 Johnson Road
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

179 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

180 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

181 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

182 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

185 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

186 Johnson Road
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

187 Johnson Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

189 Johnson Road
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact with detached garage (C)
Contributing

104 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

107 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

110 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
115 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

117 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

119 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

121 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

123 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

125 Jonathan Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

201 Jonathan Place
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

202 Jonathan Place
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

203 Jonathan Place
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
100 E. Judd Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101 E. Judd Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

102 E. Judd Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

103 E. Judd Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104 E. Judd Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

105 E. Judd Lane
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

106 E. Judd Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Kelvin Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Kelvin Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

102 Kelvin Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Kelvin Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Kelvin Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Kelvin Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

65 Kentucky Avenue
Commercial--Alexender Inn
Original form intact with rear addition
Contributing

85 Kentucky Avenue
Church--Chapel on the Hill
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Kentucky Avenue
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

111 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Kentucky Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

117 Kentucky Avenue
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

118 Kentucky Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

119 Kentucky Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

120 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

121 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

122 Kentucky Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

124 Kentucky Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

126 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

128 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

130 Kentucky Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

133 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

134 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

135 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

136 Kentucky Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

138 Kentucky Avenue
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

140 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

142 Kentucky Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

143 Kentucky Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
144 Kentucky Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

146 Kentucky Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

148 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

150 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

151 Kentucky Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport
Contributing

152 Kentucky Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

153 Kentucky Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

154 Kentucky Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

155 Kentucky Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with 1/2 cemesto
Contributing

156 Kentucky Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

158 Kentucky Avenue
B Cemesto
Some alteration but original form intact
Contributing
100 Kenwyn Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

101 Kenwyn Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

102 Kenwyn Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contribution

103 Kenwyn Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

104 Kenwyn Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and gable entry porch
Contribution

105 Kenwyn Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

107 Kenwyn Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

109 Kenwyn Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

100 Keystone Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contribution

102 Keystone Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

103 Keystone Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Keystone Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Kimball Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

101 Kimball Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Kimball Lane
A Cemesto
Some alteration but original form intact.
Contributing

103 Kimball Lane
A Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

104 Kimball Lane
B Cemesto
Some alteration but original form intact
Contributing
Contributing

101 Kingfisher Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Kingfisher Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with rear addition
Contributing

103 Kingfisher Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Kingfisher Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Kingfisher Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Kingfisher Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 Kingfisher Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport
Contributing

108 Kingfisher Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

109 Kingfisher Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

110 Kingfisher Lane
C Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

111 Kingfisher Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Kingfisher Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Kingfisher Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Kingfisher Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Kingfisher Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Kingfisher Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Kingfisher Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Kingsley Road
C Cemesto
Original form and windows intact
Contributing

101 Kingsley Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with rear wing
Contributing

102 Kingsley Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Kingsley Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

104 Kingsley Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (C) and detached concrete block
garage (C).
Contributing

105 Kingsley Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Kingsley Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 Kingsley Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Kingsley Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

109 Kingsley Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Kingsley Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Kingsley Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Kingsley Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Kingsley Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Kingsley Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Kingsley Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Kingsley Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Kingsley Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 Lancaster Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

116-118 Lancaster Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

120-122 Lancaster Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

125-131 Lancaster Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

130-132 Lancaster Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

133-135 Lancaster Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

134-136 Lancaster Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

137-139 Lancaster Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

138-144 Lancaster Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

141-143 Lancaster Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

145-151 Lancaster Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

146-152 Lancaster Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 S. Lansing Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113-115 S. Lansing Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117-119 S. Lansing Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

120-126 S. Lansing Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121-123 S. Lansing Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

125-127 S. Lansing Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101-103 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

102-104 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

106-108 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
110-112 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

114-116 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

118-120 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121-127 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

122-124 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

126-128 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

129-135 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

130-132 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

134-136 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

137-143 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

138-144 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
145-151 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

146-152 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

154-160 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

157-159 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

161-163 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

162-168 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

165-167 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

169-175 TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

170-176 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

178-184 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

185-187 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
196-192 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

189-191 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

193-195 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

194-200 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

197-199 Latimer Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

101-103 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

102-104 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

106-108 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 Lawton Road
TDU FrameX1
Original form intact
Contributing

110-112 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113-115 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

114-116 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117-119 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

118-120 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121-123 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

122-124 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

125-127 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

129-131 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

132-134 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

133-135 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

136-138 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

140-142 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

144-146 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

148-150 Lawton Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

184-186 Louisiana Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

188-190 Louisiana Avenue
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

192-194 Louisiana Avenue
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
101 West Madison Lane
Church
Original form intact
Contributing

100 East Madison Road
A-2, A-3 Apartments
Original form intact
Contributing

1027 East Madison Road
A-2, A-3 Apartments
Original form intact
Contributing

1047 East Madison Road
A-2, A-3 Apartments
Original form intact
Contributing

101 E. Magnolia Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 E. Magnolia Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and attached carport
Contributing

103 E. Magnolia Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 E. Magnolia Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

105 E. Magnolia Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 E. Magnolia Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 E. Magnolia Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
108 E. Magnolia Lane
A Cemento
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

109 E. Magnolia Lane
C Cemento
Original form intact
Contributing

110 E. Magnolia Lane
A Cemento
Original form intact
Contributing

111 E. Magnolia Lane
D Cemento
Original form intact
Contributing

112 E. Magnolia Lane
A Cemento
Original form intact
Contributing

113 E. Magnolia Lane
C Cemento
Original form intact with detached carport (NC).
Contributing

114 E. Magnolia Lane
A Cemento
Original form intact
Contributing

115 E. Magnolia Lane
A Cemento
Alterations to original form,
Non-contributing

116 E. Magnolia Lane
A Cemento
Original form intact
Contributing

117 E. Magnolia Lane
A Cemento
Original form intact with cemento panels and attached carport
Contributing

118 E. Magnolia Lane
A Cemento
Original form intact
Contributing

119 E. Magnolia Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

120 E. Magnolia Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

100 W. Magnolia Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 W. Magnolia Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 W. Magnolia Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage
Contributing

103 W. Magnolia Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

104 W. Magnolia Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 W. Magnolia Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 W. Magnolia Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 W. Magnolia Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 W. Magnolia Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

109 W. Magnolia Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

110 W. Magnolia Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

111 W. Magnolia Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

112 W. Magnolia Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 W. Magnolia Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached greenhouse (NC).
Contributing

114 W. Magnolia Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 W. Magnolia Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 E. Maiden Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

101 E. Maiden Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

102 E. Maiden Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 E. Maiden Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

104 E. Maiden Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 E. Maiden Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 E. Maiden Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 E. Maiden Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

111 E. Maiden Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 E. Maiden Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 W. Maiden Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 W. Maiden Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 W. Maiden Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

103 W. Maiden Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
104 W. Maiden Lane  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

105 W. Maiden Lane  
A Cemesto  
Alterations to original form.  
Non-contributing

106 W. Maiden Lane  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

107 W. Maiden Lane  
B Cemesto  
Alterations to original form.  
Non-contributing

108 W. Maiden Lane  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

109 W. Maiden Lane  
A Cemesto  
Alterations to original form.  
Non-contributing

110 W. Maiden Lane  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

111 W. Maiden Lane  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

100 E. Malta Road  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

101 E. Malta Road  
C Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

102 E. Malta Road  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing
103 E. Malta Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 E. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 E. Malta Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

106 E. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 E. Malta Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 E. Malta Road
B Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

109 E. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

110 E. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111 E. Malta Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 E. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto
Contributing

114 E. Malta Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 E. Malta Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

117 E. Malta Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

118 E. Malta Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 W. Malta Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

101 W. Malta Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 W. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 W. Malta Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

104 W. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 W. Malta Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 W. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 W. Malta Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and one shed (NC)
Contributing

108 W. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 W. Malta Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 W. Malta Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

111 W. Malta Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

112 W. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and lateral addition
Contributing

113 W. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 W. Malta Road
D Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

115 W. Malta Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

116 W. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

117 W. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

119 W. Malta Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

121 W. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

123 W. Malta Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

100 Malvern Road
D Cemesto
Alterations to original form. One shed (C)
Non-contributing

101 Malvern Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Malvern Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and one shed (C)
Contributing

103 Malvern Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

104 Malvern Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage and guesthouse (C)
Contributing

105 Malvern Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Malvern Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

108 Malvern Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
109 Malvern Road
Model 34
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

110 Malvern Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

111 Malvern Road
C Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

112 Malvern Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

113 Malvern Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Malvern Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

115 Malvern Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Malvern Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Malvern Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Malvern Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

120 Malvern Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
101 Manchester Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with NC shed
Contribution

105 Manchester Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

107 Manchester Road
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contribution

109 Manchester Road
Model 17 Block
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contribution

110 Manchester Road
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

112 Manchester Road
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contribution

114 Manchester Road
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contribution

116 Manchester Road
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contribution

117 Manchester Road
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contribution

118 Manchester Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contribution

119 Manchester Road
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

120 Manchester Road
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

121 Manchester Road
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

122 Manchester Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

123 Manchester Road
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

124 Manchester Road
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

125 Manchester Road
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

113 Manhattan Avenue/141 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

114-116 Manhattan Avenue
21 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

115-117 Manhattan Avenue
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Manhattan Avenue/100 Marshall Circle
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

120 Manhattan Avenue/101 Marshall Circle
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121 Manhattan Avenue/100 Marquette Road
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

123-125 Manhattan Avenue
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

126-128 Manhattan Avenue
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

127-129 Manhattan Avenue
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

130-132 Manhattan Avenue
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

134 Manhattan Avenue/136 Marshall Circle
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

140-142 Manhattan Avenue
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

144 Manhattan Avenue/126 W. Gettysburg Avenue
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

150 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

151 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

152 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

153 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

154 Manhattan Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

155 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

156 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

157 Manhattan Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

158 Manhattan Avenue
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

159 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

161 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

163 Manhattan Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

171 Manhattan Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
173 Manhattan Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

175 Manhattan Avenue
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

177 Manhattan Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

183 Manhattan Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

185 Manhattan Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

187 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached garage
Contributing

189 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

191 Manhattan Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

193 Manhattan Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

195 Manhattan Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

197 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
199 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

201 Manhattan Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

203 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

205 Manhattan Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

207 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

209 Manhattan Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

211 Manhattan Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

213 Manhattan Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

215 Manhattan Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

217 Manhattan Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

219 Manhattan Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

221 Manhattan Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

223 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

225 Manhattan Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

100 Maple Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

101 Maple Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Maple Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

103 Maple Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Maple Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 Maple Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Maple Lane
C Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

108 Maple Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Maple Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Maple Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

110 Maple Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

111 Maple Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

112 Maple Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Maple Lane
C Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

113 Maple Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Maple Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Maple Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

116 Maple Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

117 Maple Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

117 Maple Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Maple Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

119 Maple Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and attached garage
Contributing

119 Maple Lane
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

120 Maple Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

121 Maple Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

121 Maple Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

122 Maple Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

123 Maple Lane
B Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

124 Maple Lane
F Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
101 Marietta Circle
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

103 Marietta Circle
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

105 Marietta Circle
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Marietta Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Marietta Circle
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109 Marietta Circle
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

111 Marietta Circle
Model 17 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

112 Marietta Circle
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

113 Marietta Circle
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Marietta Circle
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Marietta Circle
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport and one outbuilding (C)
Contributing
118 Marietta Circle
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

119 Marietta Circle
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

120 Marietta Circle
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

121 Marietta Circle
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

122 Marietta Circle
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

123 Marietta Circle
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

125 Marietta Circle
Model 17 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

127 Marietta Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

129 Marietta Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

131 Marietta Circle
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

133 Marietta Circle
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

135 Marietta Circle
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

136 Marietta Circle
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

137 Marietta Circle
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

138 Marietta Circle
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

139 Marietta Circle
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

141 Marietta Circle
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

143 Marietta Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

145 Marietta Circle
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

100 Marion Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

101 Marion Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Marion Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with one outbuilding (C)
Contributing

103 Marion Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Marion Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Marion Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Marion Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101-103 Marquette Road
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 Marquette Road
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 Marquette Road
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113-115 Marquette Road
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117-119 Marquette Road
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121-123 Marquette Road
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

125-127 Marquette Road
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

128 Marquette Road/102 Maryville Circle
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

129-131 Marquette Road
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Marshall Circle/118 Manhattan Avenue
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Marshall Circle/120 Manhattan Avenue
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

102-104 Marshall Circle
20 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

103-105 Marshall Circle
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Marshall Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Marshall Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Marshall Circle
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109 Marshall Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
110 Marshall Circle
Model 22 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

111 Marshall Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Marshall Circle
Model 22 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

114 Marshall Circle
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

116 Marshall Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Marshall Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

120 Marshall Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121 Marshall Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

122 Marshall Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

124 Marshall Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

126 Marshall Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
128 Marshall Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

129 Marshall Circle
Model 22 Frame

130 Marshall Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

131 Marshall Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

132 Marshall Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

133 Marshall Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

134 Marshall Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

136 Marshall Circle/134 Manhattan Avenue
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Maryville Circle/128 Marquette Road
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 Maryville Circle
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

108-110 Maryville Circle
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
111-113 Maryville Circle
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

115-117 Maryville Circle
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

124-126 Maryville Circle
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

128-130 Maryville Circle
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

132-134 Maryville Circle
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

136-138 Maryville Circle
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

140-142 Maryville Circle
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

143-145 Maryville Circle
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact with one outbuilding (C)
Contributing

144-146 Maryville Circle
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

147-149 Maryville Circle
Model 20 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

151 Maryville Circle/102 Marquette Road
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
100 Mayfair Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Mayfair Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Mayfair Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Mayfair Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Mayfair Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

105 Mayfair Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

100 Meadow Road
C Cemesto
Extensive alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

101 Meadow Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Meadow Road
Model 34
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

102 1/2 Meadow Road
Model 34
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Meadow Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Meadow Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

105 Meadow Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Meadow Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Meadow Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Meadow Road
A Cemesto
Extensive alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

112 Meadow Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

114 Meadow Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

116 Meadow Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

118 Meadow Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

120 Meadow Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

122 Meadow Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

124 Meadow Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

203 Michigan Avenue
Church
Original form intact
Contribute

400 Michigan Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (C)
Contribute

402 Michigan Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribute

403 Michigan Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contribute

404 Michigan Avenue
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

406 Michigan Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribute

500 Michigan Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and attached carport
Contribute

501 Michigan Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribute

502 Michigan Avenue
F Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribute

503 Michigan Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

504 Michigan Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

506 Michigan Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

508 Michigan Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

510 Michigan Avenue
A Cemesto
Extensive alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

512 Michigan Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

600 Michigan Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

601 Michigan Avenue
Model 34
Original form intact
Contributing

602 Michigan Avenue
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

604 Michigan Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

606 Michigan Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
610 Michigan Avenue
Model 32
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Milton Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Milton Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

105 Milton Lane
A Cemesto
Extensive alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

100 Morris Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Morris Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

103 Morris Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Morris Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Morris Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Morris Lane
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

107 Morris Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing
108 Morris Lane
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109 Morris Lane
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

110 Morris Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Morris Lane
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

100 Moylan Lane
B Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

101 Moylan Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Moylan Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Moylan Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Moylan Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Moylan Lane
A Cemesto
Original form, windows, and porch intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

106 Moylan Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Moylan Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Moylan Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

109 Moylan Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Moylan Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Moylan Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Moylan Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
100 Nasson Lane
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

101 Nasson Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

103 Nasson Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

104 Nasson Lane
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

105 Nasson Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

107 Nasson Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport and one outbuilding (C)
Contributing

108 Nasson Lane
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109 Nasson Lane
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

110 Nasson Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

111 Nasson Lane
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

112 Nasson Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

113 Nasson Lane
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

114 Nasson Lane
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

115 Nasson Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Nasson Lane
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

117 Nasson Lane
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

118 Nasson Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

119 Nasson Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

120 Nasson Lane
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

121 Nasson Lane
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

122 Nasson Lane
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

123 Nasson Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Nesper Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Nesper Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral recessed wing
Contributing

104 Nesper Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Nesper Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

108 Nesper Road
A Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

110 Nesper Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Nesper Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

114 Nesper Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

116 Nesper Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

118 Nesper Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101-107 Nesper Road
109-115 Nesper Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

117-123 Nesper Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

125-131 Nesper Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

133-139 Nesper Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

141-147 Nesper Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100-102 Nevada Circle
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

104-106 Nevada Circle
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Nevada Circle
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

107 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
109 Nevada Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Nevada Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

113 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Nevada Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

116 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Nevada Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact with one outbuilding (NC)
Contributing

120 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

122 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
124 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

126 Nevada Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

127 Nevada Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

128 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

130 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

131 Nevada Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

132 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

134 Nevada Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport and porch
Contributing

136 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact with one outbuilding (C)
Contributing

137 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

138 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact with one outbuilding (C)
Contributing

139 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

140 Nevada Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

141 Nevada Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

143 Nevada Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101 New York Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 New York Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

105 New York Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

219 New York Avenue
Church
Original form intact
Contributing

304 New York Avenue
School--Pine Valley
Original form intact
Contributing

400 New York Avenue
B cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

401 New York Avenue
D cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

402 New York Avenue
D cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

403 New York Avenue
B cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

404 New York Avenue
A cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

405 New York Avenue
B cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

406 New York Avenue
A cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

408 New York Avenue
B cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

410 New York Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

412 New York Avenue
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

414 New York Avenue
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

416 New York Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

418 New York Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

421 New York Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

423 New York Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

500 New York Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

502 New York Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

504 New York Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

506 New York Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

508 New York Avenue
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

510 New York Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

512 New York Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Newberry Circle
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
102 Newberry Circle
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Newberry Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Newberry Circle
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Newberry Circle
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Newberry Circle
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Newberry Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Newberry Circle
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Newberry Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Newberry Circle
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Newberry Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Newberry Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing
118 Newberry Circle
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

119 Newberry Circle
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

120 Newberry Circle
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

121 Newberry Circle
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

122 Newberry Circle
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

124 Newberry Circle
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

126 Newberry Circle
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

127 Newberry Circle
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

128 Newberry Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

129 Newberry Circle
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

130 Newberry Circle
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

131 Newberry Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

132 Newberry Circle
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

133 Newberry Circle
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

135 Newberry Circle
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

137 Newberry Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

138 Newberry Circle
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

139 Newberry Circle
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

141 Newberry Circle
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

101 E. Newcomb Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

103 E. Newcomb Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact attached carport
Contributing

105 E. Newcomb Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

107 E. Newcomb Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 E. Newcomb Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

110 E. Newcomb Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 W. Newcomb Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

101 W. Newcomb Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 W. Newcomb Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

103 W. Newcomb Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (C)
Contributing

104 W. Newcomb Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 W. Newcomb Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 W. Newcomb Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 W. Newcomb Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

108 W. Newcomb Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 W. Newcomb Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached shed and garden house (C)
Contributing

110 W. Newcomb Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 E. Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

101 E. Newkirk Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

102 E. Newkirk Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 E. Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

104 E. Newkirk Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 E. Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 E. Newkirk Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
107 E. Newkirk Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

108 E. Newkirk Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

109 E. Newkirk Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 E. Newkirk Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

111 E. Newkirk Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 E. Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

113 E. Newkirk Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with one outbuilding (C)
Contributing

114 E. Newkirk Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

115 E. Newkirk Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 E. Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

117 E. Newkirk Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
119 E. Newkirk Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

120 E. Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

121 E. Newkirk Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

122 E. Newkirk Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

100 W. Newkirk Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101 W. Newkirk Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 W. Newkirk Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage
Contributing

105 W. Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 W. Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 W. Newkirk Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

108 W. Newkirk Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 W. Newkirk Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 W. Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

111 W. Newkirk Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 W. Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

113 W. Newkirk Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

114 W. Newkirk Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 W. Newkirk Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

116 W. Newkirk Lane
D Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

117 W. Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

118 W. Newkirk Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

120 W. Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

121 W. Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

122 W. Newkirk Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and detached carport (NC)
Contributing

123 W. Newkirk Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition and attached carport
Contributing

100 Niagara Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Niagara Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Niagara Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Niagara Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Niagara Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Niagara Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
106 Niagara Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Niagara Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 Niagara Lane
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Niagara Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Niagara Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Niagara Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Niagara Lane
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Niagara Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Niagara Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Nixon
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Nixon Road
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
101 Nixon Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Nixon Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Nixon Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Nixon Road
B Cemesto
Extreme alterations obscure original form.
Non-contributing

107 Nixon Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Nolan Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Nolan Road
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Nolan Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Nolan Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Nolan Road
D Cemesto
Extensive alteration obscures form.

106 Nolan Road
D Cemesto

100 Norman Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101 Norman Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Norman Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Norman Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Norman Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Norman Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Norman Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Norman Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

108 Norman Lane
D Cemesto
Extensive alteration to form.
Non-contributing

100 Norris Lane
B Cemesto
Extensive alteration to form
Non-contributing

101 Norris Lane
B Cemesto
No longer on site.

102 Norris Lane
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obscure form.
Non-contributing

103 Norris Lane
F Cemesto
Extensive alterations obscure form.
Non-contributing

104 Norris Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage
Contributing

105 Norris Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Norris Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

107 Norris Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Norris Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Norris Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage
Contributing

113-115 Northwestern Avenue
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

114-116 Northwestern Avenue
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

118-120 Northwestern Avenue
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

121-123 Northwestern Avenue
21 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

122-124 Northwestern Avenue
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

125-127 Northwestern Avenue
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

131 Northwestern Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

132 Northwestern Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

133 Northwestern Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

134 Northwestern Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

135 Northwestern Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

136 Northwestern Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

138 Northwestern Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

139 Northwestern Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing
140 Northwestern Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

141 Northwestern Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

151 Northwestern Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

153 Northwestern Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

154 Northwestern Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

155 Northwestern Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

156 Northwestern Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

157 Northwestern Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

158 Northwestern Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

161 Northwestern Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

162 Northwestern Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing
163 Northwestern Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

165 Northwestern Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

166 Northwestern Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

167 Northwestern Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact with attached carport and one outbuilding (NC)
Contributing

168 Northwestern Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

169 Northwestern Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

170 Northwestern Avenue
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

171 Northwestern Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

172 Northwestern Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

181 Northwestern Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

183 Northwestern Avenue
Model 15 Block
Contributing

102 Olney Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Olney Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Olney Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Olney Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Olney Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

107 Olney Lane
B Cemesto
Wing addition and attached carport but original form intact
Contributing

108 Olney Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

109 Olney Lane
C Cemesto
Brick facing but original form intact
Contributing

111 Olney Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached boat shed.
Contributing

100 Oneida Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Oneida Lane
Model 33
Original form intact with semi-detached garage.
Contributing

102 Oneida Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Oneida Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Oneida Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with addition in character
Contributing

106 Oneida Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Oneida Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Oneida Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

109 Oneida Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Ontario Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101 Ontario Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Ontario Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (C).
Contributing

103 Ontario Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Ontario Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Ontario Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Ontario Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

97 Orange Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

98 Orange Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

99 Orange Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Orange Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (C).
Contributing

101 Orange Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Orange Lane
B Cemesto
Extensive alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

103 Orange Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
104 Orange Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Orange Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Orange Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 Orange Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Orange Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Orange Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Orange Lane
A Cemesto
Rear addition is unobtrusive and form remains intact with cemesto siding and original windows.
Contributing

111 Orange Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Orange Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

113 Orange Lane
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

114 Orange Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Orange Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Orange Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Orange Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

98 Orchard Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Orchard Lane
B Cemesto
Facade addition obscures original form.
Non-contributing

101 Orchard Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Orchard Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Orchard Lane
B Cemesto
Original form, windows and porch intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

104 Orchard Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Orchard Lane
C Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

106 Orchard Lane
107 Orchard Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Orchard Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

109 Orchard Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Orchard Lane
B Cemesto

111 Orchard Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with wing addition
Contributing

112 Orchard Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Orchard Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Orchard Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Orchard Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Orchard Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Orchard Lane
C Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

118 Orchard Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

119 Orchard Lane
C Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

120 Orchard Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

121 Orchard Lane
B Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with detached carport
Contributing

122 Orchard Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

123 Orchard Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and original windows
Contributing

126 Orchard Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

127 Orchard Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

128 Orchard Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with porch screened in
Contributing

129 Orchard Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

130 Orchard Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

131 Orchard Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

132 Orchard Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

133 Orchard Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

134 Orchard Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

135 Orchard Lane
Model 32
Original form intact
Contributing

136 Orchard Lane
Model 34
Extensive alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

137 Orchard Lane
Model 32
Original form intact
Contributing

138 Orchard Lane
Model 31
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

139 Orchard Lane
Model 32
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

141 Orchard Lane
Model 31
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing
143 Orchard Lane
Model 31
Original form intact
Contributing

145 Orchard Lane
Model 31
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Osage Road
F Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

102 Osage Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Osage Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Osage Road
F Cemesto
Facade alterations obscure original form.
Non-contributing

108 Osage Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

81 Outer Dive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

13 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

15 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

17 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
18 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

19 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

20 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

21 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

22 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

23 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

24 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

25 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

26 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

27 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

28 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

29 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

30 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (C)
Contributing

31 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

32 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

33 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

34 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

35 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

36 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

37 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

38 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

39 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

40 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

41 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

42 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

43 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

44 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

45 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

46 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

47 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

48 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

49 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

50 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

52 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

53 Outer Drive
Model 33
Original form intact with some alteration and detached garage
Contributing

54 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

55 Outer Drive
Model 34
Alteration obscures original form.
Non-contributing

56 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

57 Outer Drive
Model 34
Alteration obscures original form.
Non-contributing

58 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

59 Outer Drive
Model 34
Original form intact with some alteration and attached carport
Contributing

60 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

62 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with deck addition
Contributing
63 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Alteration obscures original form.
Non-contributing

64 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with porch screened
Contributing

65 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

66 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

67 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

68 Outer Drive
Model 33
Original form intact with three outbuildings (NC)
Contributing

68 1/2 Outer Drive
Model 32
Addition obscures original form.
Non-contributing

69 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

70 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

71 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

72 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing
73 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

74 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

75 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contribution

76 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

77 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with little alteration and attached carport
Contribution

78 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

79 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

80 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

82 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

83 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

84 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

85 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

86 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

87 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Extensive alteration obstructs original form.
Non-contributing

88 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

89 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Some alteration to exterior but original form intact
Contributing

90 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage and outbuilding.
Contributing

91 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Some alteration to exterior but original form intact
Contributing

92 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Window arrangement altered but original form intact/one
outbuilding.
Contributing

93 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Some alteration to exterior but original form intact
Contributing

94 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing
95 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

96 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Extensive alterations obstruct original form.
Non-contributing

97 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

98C Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

98 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

99 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Some alteration to windows but original form intact with attached
carport
Contributing

99 1/2 Outer Drive
Model 33
Original form intact with detached garage.
Contributing

100 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with few cemesto panels
Contributing

101 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and detached carport
Contributing

103 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form. Non-contributing

106 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

109 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

110 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

111 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

112 Outer Drive
Model 32
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

116 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact with unobtrusive rear addition
Contributing

119 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

120 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact with unobtrusive rear addition
Contributing

121 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

122 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

123 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

124 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

125 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

126 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

128 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations to original form
Non-contributing

129 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

130 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

132 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Extensive alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

133 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

134 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

135 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

136 Outer Drive
F Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

137 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

138 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution
139 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

140 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

141 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

142 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage
Contributing

143 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

144 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and deck
Contributing

146 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

148 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

150 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

152 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

154 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing
156 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

157 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

158 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

159 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

160 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

161 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

162 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

163 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

164 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

165 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact with unintrusive wing addition
Contributing

166 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

167 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

168 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels, original windows and
original porch
Contributing

169 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

170 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Alterations obscure original form.
Non-contributing

171 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

172 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

173 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

174 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

175 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

176 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

177 Outer Drive
178 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obscure original form.
Non-contributing

179 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

180 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

181 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

182 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact with unintrusive wing
Contributing

183 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

184 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

185 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

186 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations to form.
Non-contributing

188 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
189 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

190 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

191 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

193 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

194 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with screened porch
Contributing

195 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and attached carport
Contributing

196 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

197 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

198 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

200 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

201 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
202 Outer Drive  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact with garage added to basement  
Contributing

203 Outer Drive  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

205 Outer Drive  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

206 Outer Drive  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

207 Outer Drive  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

208 Outer Drive  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

210 Outer Drive  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

212 Outer Drive  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

213 Outer Drive  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

214 Outer Drive  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact with rear addition and attached carport  
Contributing

215 Outer Drive  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

216 Outer Drive
F Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

217 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

218 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

219 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

220 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

221 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

223 Outer Drive
F Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

224 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

225 Outer Drive
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

226 Outer Drive
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

227 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

228 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

229 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

230 Outer Drive
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

231 Outer Drive
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

232 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

233 Outer Drive
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

234 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

235 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

236 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

237 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

238 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

239 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

240 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

241 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and original windows
Contributing

242 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

243 Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

244 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obscure original form.
Non-contributing

246 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

248 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

250 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

252 Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
254 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

256 Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Oxford Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Oxford Road
B Cemesto
Extensive alterations obscure original form.
Non-contributing
100 Pacific Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Pacific Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Pacific Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Pacific Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Pacific Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Pacific Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Pacific Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 Pacific Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Pacific Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109 Pacific Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

110 Pacific Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
100 Packer Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

101 Packer Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Packer Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Packer Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Packer Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Packer Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

106 Packer Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 Packer Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

108 Packer Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Packer Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Paine Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Paine Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Paine Lane
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

104 Paine Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Paine Lane
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

106 Paine Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Paine Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Paine Lane
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Paine Lane
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

110 Paine Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Paine Lane
Model 22 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Paine Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Paine Lane
Model 22 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

100 Pallas Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Pallas Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (C)
Contributing

103 Pallas Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with one non-contributing shed
Contributing

104 Pallas Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Pallas Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Pallas Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 Pallas Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 Pallas Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Pallas Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

110 Pallas Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Pallas Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Pallas Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

113 Pallas Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Pallas Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

117 Pallas Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

119 Pallas Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 Palmer Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

101 Palmer Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

102 Palmer Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

103 Palmer Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
104 Palmer Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Palmer Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

106 Palmer Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (C)
Contributing

107 Palmer Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

108 Palmer Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage
Contributing

100 Palmetto Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage
Contributing

101 Palmetto Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Palmetto Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Palmetto Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Palmetto Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Palmetto Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
107 Palmetto Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contribution

100 Panama Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

101 Panama Road
C Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels
Contribution

102 Panama Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

103 Panama Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

104 Panama Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

106 Panama Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

100 Paoli Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with basement garage
Contribution

101 Paoli Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

102 Paoli Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

103 Paoli Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Paoli Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Paoli Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Paoli Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 Paoli Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Paoli Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

110 Paoli Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

100 Paris Lane
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Paris Lane
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Paris Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Paris Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Paris Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Paris Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Paris Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Paris Lane
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

112 Paris Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

114 Paris Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Paris Lane
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

116 Paris Lane
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Paris Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Paris Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

119 Paris Lane
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

120 Paris Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Park Lane
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

102 Park Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Park Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Park Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with one outbuilding (NC)
Contributing

107 Park Lane
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109 Park Lane
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

111 Park Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with one outbuilding (NC)
Contributing

113 Park Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact with one outbuilding (C)
Contributing

114 Park Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Park Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
116 Park Lane  
Model 15 Block  
Alterations to original form  
Non-contributing

117 Park Lane  
Model 18 Block  
Original form intact  
Contributing

118 Park Lane  
Model 18 Block  
Alterations to original form  
Non-contributing

119 Park Lane  
Model 15 Block  
Alterations to original form  
Non-contributing

100 Parker Road  
C Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

101 Parker Road  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

102 Parker Road  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)  
Contributing

103 Parker Road  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

104 Parker Road  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

105 Parker Road  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

106 Parker Road  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing
107 Parker Road  
C Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

108 Parker Road  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

109 Parker Road  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

110 Parker Road  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact with lateral addition  
Contributing

111 Parker Road  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

113 Parker Road  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

115 Parker Road  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

117 Parker Road  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact with detached carport  
Contributing

119 Parker Road  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact with detached carport  
Contributing

100 Parma Road  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

101 Parma Road  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Parma Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Parma Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Parma Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Parma Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Parma Road
Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition and attached carport
Contributing

107 Parma Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 Parma Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Parma Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

110 Parma Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Parma Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

112 Parma Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

100 Parsons Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

101 Parsons Road
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

102 Parsons Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Parsons Road
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Parsons Road
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Parsons Road
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

106 Parsons Road
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Parsons Road
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

108 Parsons Road
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Parsons Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Parsons Road
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

114 Parsons Road
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

116 Parsons Road
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

118 Parsons Road
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

119 Parsons Road
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

120 Parsons Road
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

121 Parsons Road
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

122 Parsons Road
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

123 Parsons Road
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

124 Parsons Road
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

125 Parsons Road
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
126 Parsons Road
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

127 Parsons Road
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

128 Parsons Road
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

129 Parsons Road
Model 15 Block
Original form intact with lateral addition and attached carport
Contributing

130 Parsons Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

131 Parsons Road
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

132 Parsons Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

133 Parsons Road
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

134 Parsons Road
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

135 Parsons Road
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

137 Parsons Road
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
138 Parsons Road
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

140 Parsons Road
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

142 Parsons Road
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

144 Parsons Road
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

146 Parsons Road
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

147 Parsons Road
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

88 E. Pasadena Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

90 E. Pasadena Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

91 E. Pasadena Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

92 E. Pasadena Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

93 E. Pasadena Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

94 E. Pasadena Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

95 E. Pasadena Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

96 E. Pasadena Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

97 E. Pasadena Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

98 E. Pasadena Road
D Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

99 E. Pasadena Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 E. Pasadena Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101 E. Pasadena Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 E. Pasadena Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 E. Pasadena Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 E. Pasadena Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 E. Pasadena Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 E. Pasadena Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 E. Pasadena Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 E. Pasadena Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 E. Pasadena Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

110 E. Pasadena Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

111 E. Pasadena Road
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 E. Pasadena Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

113 E. Pasadena Road
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 E. Pasadena Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

115 E. Pasadena
A Cemestó
Original form intact
Contributing

116 E. Pasadena Road
B Cemestó
Original form intact
Contributing

117 E. Pasadena Road
A Cemestó
Original form intact with detached carport (C)
Contributing

118 E. Pasadena Road
F Cemestó
Original form intact
Contributing

119 E. Pasadena Road
B Cemestó
Original form intact
Contributing

120 E. Pasadena Road
F Cemestó
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 E. Passmore Lane
B Cemestó
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

100 1/2 E. Passmore Lane
Model 34
Original form intact
Contributing

101 E. Passmore Lane
C Cemestó
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 E. Passmore Lane
A Cemestó
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 E. Passmore Lane
A Cemestó
Original form and windows intact with cemestó panels
Contributing
104 E. Passmore Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached non-contributing carport
Contributing

105 E. Passmore Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached non-contributing carport
Contributing

100 W. Passmore Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 W. Passmore Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 W. Passmore Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 W. Passmore Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 W. Passmore Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 E. Pawley Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 E. Pawley Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

102 E. Pawley Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 E. Pawley Lane
B Cemesto
Alteration to original form
Non-contributing
101 W. Pawley Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 W. Pawley Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 W. Pawley Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 W. Pawley Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 W. Pawley Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and lateral wing
Contributing

107 W. Pawley Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 W. Pawley Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

109 W. Pawley Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

110 W. Pawley Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

111 W. Pawley Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 W. Pawley Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 W. Pawley Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with wing addition
Contributing

100 Peach Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Peach Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Peach Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Peach Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Peach Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Peach Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Peach Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Peach Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

108 Peach Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

109 Peach Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

110 Peach Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

111 Peach Road
D Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

112 Peach Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Peach Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

114 Peach Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

100 Pearl Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101 Pearl Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

102 Pearl Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Pearl Road
B Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

104 Pearl Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 Pelham Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with added wing
Contributing

101 Pelham Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport and garage (NC)
Contributing

102 Pelham Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Pelham Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and attached carport
Contributing

104 Pelham Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with basement garage
Contributing

105 Pelham Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

106 Pelham Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Pelham Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

109 Pelham Road
F Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

111 Pelham Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 Pembroke Road
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
101 Pembroke Road
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Pembroke Road
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Pembroke Road
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact with attached shed and carport
Contributing

108 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
112 Pembroke Road
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Pembroke Road
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

116 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Pembroke Road
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Pembroke Road
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

119 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

120 Pembroke Road
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

121 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

122 Pembroke Road
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

123 Pembroke Road
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

125 Pembroke Road
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

127 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

128 Pembroke Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

129 Pembroke Road
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

130 Pembroke Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

132 Pembroke Road
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

134 Pembroke Road
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

135 Pembroke Road
Model 15 Block
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

136 Pembroke Road
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

137 Pembroke Road
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

139 Pembroke Road
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

140 Pembroke Road
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

141 Pembroke Road
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

142 Pembroke Road
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

143 Pembroke Road
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

144 Pembroke Road
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

146 Pembroke Road
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

148 Pembroke Road
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

149 Pembroke Road
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

150 Pembroke Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

151 Pembroke Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

300-306 Pennsylvania Avenue
E Ceresto
Original form intact
Contributing

301-307 Pennsylvania Avenue
E Ceresto
Original form intact
Contributing

308-314 Pennsylvania Avenue
E Ceresto
Original form intact
Contributing

309-315 Pennsylvania Avenue
E Ceresto
Original form intact
Contributing

317 Pennsylvania Avenue
A Ceresto
Original form intact
Contributing

319 Pennsylvania Avenue
A Ceresto
Original form intact
Contributing

321 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Ceresto
Original form intact
Contributing

322 Pennsylvania Avenue
C Ceresto
Original form intact
Contributing

323 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Ceresto
Original form intact
Contributing

325 Pennsylvania Avenue
C Ceresto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
401 Pennsylvania Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

402 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

403 Pennsylvania Avenue
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

405 Pennsylvania Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

407 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage and NC shed
Contribution

409 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

500 Pennsylvania Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

502 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

504 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

506 Pennsylvania Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

508 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with one outbuilding and garage (NC)
Contribution
510 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

512 Pennsylvania Avenue
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

514 Pennsylvania Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

516 Pennsylvania Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

600 Pennsylvania Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

601 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

602 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Alteration to original form
Non-contributing

603 Pennsylvania Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

604 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

606 Pennsylvania Avenue
D Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

607 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

608 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

610 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

612 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

613 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

614 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

615 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

616 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

617 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

618 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

619 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

620 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
621 Pennsylvania Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

622 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

623 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

624 Pennsylvania Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

625 Pennsylvania Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

627 Pennsylvania Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

629 Pennsylvania Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

633 Pennsylvania Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

635 Pennsylvania Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

637 Pennsylvania Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

638 Pennsylvania Avenue
Church
Original form intact
Contributing

639 Pennsylvania Avenue
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

641 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

643 Pennsylvania Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

645 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

646 Pennsylvania Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

647 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Alteration to facade obscures original form.
Non-contributing

649 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Extreme alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

651 Pennsylvania Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Phillips Lane
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Phillips Lane
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
103 Phillips Lane
Model 22 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

104 Phillips Lane
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Phillips Lane
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Phillips Lane
Model 22 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

107 Phillips Lane
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Phillips Lane
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form

109 Phillips Lane
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Pickwick Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

101 Pickwick Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Pickwick Lane
D Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

103 Pickwick Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
104 Pickwick Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Pickwick Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

106 Pickwick Lane
D Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

107 Pickwick Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral wing over basement
Contributing

109 Pickwick Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Pickwick Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

100 Piedmont Road
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

101 Piedmont Road
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

102 Piedmont Road
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Piedmont Road
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

104 Piedmont Road
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
105 Piedmont Road  
Model 16 Block  
Alterations to original form  
Non-contributing

100 Pine Lane  
C Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

102 Pine Lane  
B Cemesto  
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels  
Contributing

104 Pine Lane  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

106 Pine Lane  
B Cemesto  
Alteration to original form.  
Non-contributing

98 Pleasant Road  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

101 Pleasant Road  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact with screened porch  
Contributing

102 Pleasant Road  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact with detached carport.  
Contributing

102 1/2 Pleasant Road  
Model 33  
Original form intact  
Contributing

103 Pleasant Road  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact with cemesto panels  
Contributing

104 Pleasant Road  
B Cemesto  
Some alteration to facade but original form intact
Contributing

105 Pleasant Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

106 Pleasant Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Pleasant Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Pleasant Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Pleasant Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Pleasant Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

115 Pleasant Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 Plymouth Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Plymouth Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Plymouth Circle
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Plymouth Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Plymouth Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

105 Plymouth Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Plymouth Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 Plymouth Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Plymouth Circle
F Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

110 Plymouth Circle
F Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage
Contributing

112 Plymouth Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Plymouth Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Plymouth Circle
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Pocono Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

101 Pocono Lane
102 Pocono Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Pocono Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Pocono Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Pocono Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Pomona Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Pomona Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Pomona Road
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Pomona Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Pomona Road
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Pomona Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
106 Pomona Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with semi-detached garage and carport.
Contributing

107 Pomona Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Pomona Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Pomona Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Pomona Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

111 Pomona Road
B Cemesto
Alteration to facade obscures original form.
Non-contributing

112 Pomona Road
D Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

113 Pomona Road
B Cemesto
Alteration to facade obscures original form
Non-contributing

115 Pomona Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Poplar Road
A cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Poplar road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
102 Poplar Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Poplar Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Poplar Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Poplar Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Poplar Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Poplar Road
B Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

110 Poplar Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 Porter Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Porter Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Porter Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Porter Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Porter Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with little alteration
Contributing

105 Porter Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

106 Porter Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Porter Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Porter Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Porter Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Porter Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Porter Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Porter Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Porter Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

114 Porter Road
D Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

115 Porter Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

116 Porter Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

117 Porter Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Porter Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

120 Porter Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Potomac Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Potomac Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact with detached garage (C)
Contributing

103 Potomac Circle
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

105 Potomac Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Potomac Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Potomac Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

110 Potomac Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

111 Potomac Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

113 Potomac Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

114 Potomac Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

115 Potomac Circle
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

116 Potomac Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

117 Potomac Circle
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

118 Potomac Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

119 Potomac Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

120 Potomac Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contribution
121 Potomac Circle
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Powell Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Powell Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

102 Powell Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Powell Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with rear addition
Contributing

104 Powell Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Powell Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Powell Road
A Cemesto
Alteration to original form.
Non-contributing

107 Powell Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 Powell Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Powell Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached concrete block garage (NC)
Contributing
110 Powell Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with addition in character
Contributing

100 Pratt Lane
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

101 Pratt Lane
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

102 Pratt Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Pratt Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Pratt Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 Pratt Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109 Pratt Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

110 Pratt Lane
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

111 Pratt Lane
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

112 Pratt Lane
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

113 Pratt Lane
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Pratt Lane
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Pratt Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

116 Pratt Lane
Model 18 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

117 Pratt Lane
Model 17 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 E. Price Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 E. Price Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 E. Price Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with unintrusive addition
Contributing

103 E. Price Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 E. Price Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

105 E. Price Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 E. Price Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 E. Price Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 E. Price Road
B Cemesto
Facade alterations obscure original form.
Non-contributing

109 E. Price Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

110 E. Price Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

111 E. Price Road
A Cemesto
Extensive alteration to form and facade.
Non-contributing

112 E. Price Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels, original windows and attached carport
Contributing

113 E. Price Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 E. Price Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 E. Price Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to facade obscure original form.
Non-contributing
118 E. Price Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

120 E. Price Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

122 E. Price Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

124 E. Price Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport
Contributing

101 W. Price Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and original windows
Contributing

103 W. Price Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 W. Price Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 W. Price Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with unintrusive rear wing
Contributing

107 W. Price Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 W. Price Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 W. Price Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111 W. Price Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 W. Price Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 W. Price Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 W. Price Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Princeton Avenue
Model 19 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

101 Princeton Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Princeton Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Princeton Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Princeton Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

108 Princeton Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

110 Princeton Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Princeton Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Princeton Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Princeton Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

115 Princeton Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

116 Princeton Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

117 Princeton Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

118 Princeton Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

119 Princeton Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

121 Princeton Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

123 Princeton Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

125 Princeton Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

127 Princeton Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

129 Princeton Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

131 Princeton Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

132 Princeton Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with one outbuilding (NC)
Contributing

133 Princeton Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

134 Princeton Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

135 Princeton Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

136 Princeton Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

137 Princeton Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

138 Princeton Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
139 Princeton Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

127 Providence Road
School--ORHS
Original form intact with some later additions
Contributing

138 Providence Road
Church
Original form intact
Contributing

172 Providence Road
Oak Ridge Municipal Swimming Pool
Original form intact with some additions
Contributing

101-103 N. Purdue Avenue
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

107-109 N. Purdue Avenue
20 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

113-115 N. Purdue Avenue
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117-119 N. Purdue Avenue
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121-123 N. Purdue Avenue
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

125-127 N. Purdue Avenue
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

129-131 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 20 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
133-135 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

137-139 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

141 N. Purdue Avenue/113 Manhattan Avenue
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

151-153 N. Purdue Avenue
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

155-157 N. Purdue Avenue
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

159-161 N. Purdue Avenue
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

163-165 N. Purdue Avenue
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

167-169 N. Purdue Avenue
21 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

171-173 N. Purdue Avenue
21 Block
Original form intact with detached garage (C)
Contributing

175-177 N. Purdue Avenue
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

179-181 N. Purdue Avenue
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

183-185 N. Purdue Avenue
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

187-189 N. Purdue Avenue
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

191-193 N. Purdue Avenue
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

195-197 N. Purdue Avenue
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

199-201 N. Purdue Avenue
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

203-205 N. Purdue Avenue
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

207-209 N. Purdue Avenue
21 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

211-213 N. Purdue Avenue
21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

215-217 N. Purdue Avenue
20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

241 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

243 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

245 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

247 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

249 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

251 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

253 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with one outbuilding (C)
Contributing

255 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

257 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 19 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

259 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

261 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

263 N. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

101 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

103 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact with small fram entry addition
Contributing

104 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

105 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

106 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

107 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

108 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

110 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

112 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

113 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing
114 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

115 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

116 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

117 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

119 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

121 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

122 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

123 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

124 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

125 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

126 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
127 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

128 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

129 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

130 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

131 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

133 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

135 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

137 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

138 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

139 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

140 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

141 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

142 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

143 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

144 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

145 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

146 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

147 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

148 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

149 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

150 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

151 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

152 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contribution

154 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contribution

155 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

157 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

161 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

163 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contribution

165 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

167 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 18 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

169 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

171 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

173 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

175 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

177 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

179 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

181 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

183 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

185 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

189 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

190 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

192 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

202 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
206 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

210 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

211-213 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

214 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

215-217 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 21 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

219-221 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

223 S. Purdue Avenue/101 Potomac Circle
Model 20 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

225 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

226 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

227 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

228 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
229 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

230 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

231 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

232 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

233 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

235 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

236 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

237 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 17 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

238 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

239 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

240 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing
242 S. Purdue Avenue
Model 15 Block
Original form intact
Contributing
101 Queens Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Queens Road
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Quincy Avenue
Model 17 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

102 Quincy Avenue
Model 18 Block
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Quincy Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Quincy Avenue
Model 16 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Quincy Avenue
Model 16 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

110 Quincy Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

112 Quincy Avenue
Model 15 Block
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

114 Quincy Avenue
Model 19 Block
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Quincy Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
116 Quincy Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Quincy Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

118 Quincy Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

119 Quincy Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

120 Quincy Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121 Quincy Avenue
Model 19 Frame

122 Quincy Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

123 Quincy Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

124 Quincy Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

125 Quincy Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

126 Quincy Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
127 Quincy Avenue
Model 22 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

128 Quincy Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

129 Quincy Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

130 Quincy Avenue
Model 19 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

133 Raleigh Road
Union Hall—OCAW
Original form intact
Contributing

184 Raleigh Road
Church
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

185 Raleigh Road
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

187 Raleigh Road
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

103-105 Revere Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104-106 Revere Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

107-109 Revere Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
120-122 Revere Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

124-126 Revere Circle
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Robertsville Road
Community building
original form intact
Contributing

151 Robertsville Road
School
Original form intact
Contributing

172-174 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

176-178 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

180-182 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

181-183 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

184-186 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

188-190 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

189-191 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

192-194 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

196-198 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

214-216 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

218-220 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

222-228 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

230-232 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

234-240 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

242-244 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

245 Robertsville Road
School-RJHS
Original form intact
Contributing

246-248 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

250-252 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

251 Robertsville Road
Church
Original form intact
Contributing

254-256 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

258-260 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

262-264 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

266-268 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

300 Robertsville Road
Church
Original form intact
Contributing

359-361 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

360-362 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

363-365 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

364-366 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

367-369 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

368-370 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

372-374 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

373-375 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

376-378 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

377-379 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

380-382 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

381-383 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

384-386 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

385-387 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

388-390 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
389-391 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

392-394 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

393-395 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

396-398 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

397-399 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

401-403 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

402-404 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

405-407 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

406-408 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

409-411 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

410-412 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
413-415 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

414-416 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

417-419 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

418-420 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

421-423 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

422-424 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

425-427 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

429-431 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

430-432 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

433-435 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

436-438 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

439-441 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

449-451 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

453-455 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

457-459 Robertsville Road
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

101 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

103 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

105 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

106 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

107 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

108 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

109 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

110 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

111 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

112 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

113 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

114 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

115 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

116 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

117 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

118 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

119 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

120 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

121 Robin Lane
AEC-built
Original form intact.
Contributing

280 Royce Circle
Commercial
Original form intact
Contributing

289 Royce Circle
Church
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 Spellman Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

109-111 Spellman Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Non-contributing

113-115 Spellman Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Non-contributing

117-119 Spellman Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Non-contributing
120-122 Spellman Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact with one outbuilding (C).
Contributing

121-123 Spellman Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Non-contributing

125-127 Spellman Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

128-130 Spellman Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

129-131 Spellman Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Non-contributing

132-134 Spellman Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

133-135 Spellman Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

136-138 Spellman Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Non-contributing

137-139 Spellman Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

140-142 Spellman Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Non-contributing

141-143 Spellman Avenue
24 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing
144-146 Spellman Avenue
23 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

145-147 Spellman Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

148 Spellman Avenue/205 Hampton Road
23 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

149-151 Spellman Avenue
23 Frame
Original form intact with attached carport.
Contributing
85-91 Tabor Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

93-99 Tabor Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

103 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

104 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage
Contributing

106 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with rear addition and attached carport
Contributing

107 Tabor Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Tabor Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

109 Tabor Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing
110 Tabor Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport.
Contributing

111 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

112 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with wing addition
Contributing

114 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

115 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Tabor Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Tabor Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport
Contributing

118 Tabor Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

119 Tabor Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

120 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

121 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

122 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

123 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with rear addition
Contributing

124 Tabor Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

125 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

126 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

127 Tabor Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

128 Tabor Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

129 Tabor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

130 Tabor Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact.
Contributing

131 Tabor Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100-106 Tacoma
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Tacoma Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Tacoma Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105-111 Tacoma
E Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto and brick
Contributing

108-114 Tacoma
E Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto and brick
Contributing

113-119 Tacoma
E Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto and brick
Contributing

116-112 Tacoma
E Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

121-127 Tacoma
E Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto and brick
Contributing

124-130 Tacoma
E Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto and brick
Contributing

129-135 Tacoma
E Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto and brick
Contributing

101 N. Tampa Circle
A Cemesto
Original form intact with recessed carport
Contributing

103 N. Tampa Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport
Contributing

105 N. Tampa Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage.
Contributing

107 N. Tampa Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

109 N. Tampa Circle
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111 N. Tampa Circle
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 N. Tampa Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 N. Tampa Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 N. Tampa Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

100 S. Tampa Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101 S. Tampa Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
102 S. Tampa Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 S. Tampa Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 S. Tampa Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 S. Tampa Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with some alteration to facade and detached garage
Contributing

106 S. Tampa Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 S. Tampa Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 S. Tampa Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 S. Tampa Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 S. Tampa Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

111 S. Tampa Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 S. Tampa Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 S. Tampa Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Taylor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101 Taylor Road
D Cemesto
Original form and some orig. windows intact
Contributing

102 Taylor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Taylor Road
D Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

104 Taylor Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Taylor Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 Taylor Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

109 Taylor Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Taylor Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Taylor Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition above basement garage
Contributing

113 Taylor Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Taylor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Taylor Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Taylor Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with rear addition and detached carport
Contributing

117 Taylor Road
B Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

118 Taylor Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with gable porch
Contributing

119 Taylor Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

120 Taylor Road
B Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

121 Taylor Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with small addition
Contributing

122 Taylor Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

123 Taylor Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

124 Taylor Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

132 Taylor Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Temple Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Temple Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Temple Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Temple Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Temple Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport
Contributing

105 Temple Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Temple Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport
Contributing

107 Temple Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport
Contributing
108 Temple Road
A Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels/no outbuildings
Contributing

109 Temple Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

110 Temple Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage
Contributing

111 Temple Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

113 Temple Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached panels
Contributing

115 Temple Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

82 East Tennessee Avenue
Apartments
Original form intact
Contributing

90-96 East Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100-106 East Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101-107 East Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108-114 East Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109-115 East Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116-122 East Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

117-123 East Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

124 E. Tennessee Avenue
A Cemesto

125 E. Tennessee Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

126 E. Tennessee Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

127 E. Tennessee Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

128 E. Tennessee Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage
Contributing

129 E. Tennessee Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact with one shed (NC)
Contributing

133 E. Tennessee Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and one shed (NC)
Contributing

134 E. Tennessee Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with original windows and cemesto panels
Contributing
200 E. Tennessee Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (C) and shed (C)
Contribution

201 E. Tennessee Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contribution

202 E. Tennessee Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

203 E. Tennessee Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contribution

204 E. Tennessee Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

205 E. Tennessee Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contribution

206 E. Tennessee Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

207 E. Tennessee Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

208 E. Tennessee Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

209 E. Tennessee Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

210 E. Tennessee Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
211 E. Tennessee Avenue  
A Cemesto  
Alterations to original form  
Non-contributing

212 E. Tennessee Avenue  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

213 E. Tennessee Avenue  
B Cemesto  
Alterations to original form  
Non-contributing

214 E. Tennessee Avenue  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

215 E. Tennessee Avenue  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

216 E. Tennessee Avenue  
C Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

301 E. Tennessee Avenue  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

303 E. Tennessee Avenue  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact with contributing shed  
Contributing

305 E. Tennessee Avenue  
C Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

307 E. Tennessee Avenue  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

309 E. Tennessee Avenue  
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

311 E. Tennessee Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

360-374 East Tennessee Avenue
Commercial
Original form intact
Contributing

400-406 East Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

408-414 East Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

416-422 East Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

424-430 East Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

432-438 East Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

440-446 East Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

451 East Tennessee Avenue
Church
Original form intact
Contributing

100-106 West Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108-114 West Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

180-186 West Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

200-206 West Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

208-214 West Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

216-222 West Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

224-230 West Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

232-238 West Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

240-246 West Tennessee Avenue
E Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

101 Thayer Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Thayer Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Thayer Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
100 Thayer Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with two attached carports
Contributing

102 Thayer Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Thayer Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Thayer Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 Thayer Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Thelma Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Thelma Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and detached garage
Contributing

104 Thelma Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Thelma Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 Thelma Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Thelma Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing
106 Thelma Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Thelma Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

107 1/2 Thelma Road
Model 34
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Thelma Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Thelma Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Thelma Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

100 Thornton Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Thornton Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Thornton Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport
Contributing

103 Thornton Road
A Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

104 Thornton Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Thornton Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Thornton Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Thornton Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Thornton Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

109 Thornton Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Thornton Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with some alteration
Contributing

112 Thornton Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Thornton Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

116 Thornton Road
C Cemesto
Original form and windows intact with cemesto panels/no outbuildings
Contributing

101 Tilden Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Tilden Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Tilden Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Tilden Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Tilden Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Tilden Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Tilden Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Tilden Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

109 Tilden Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

110 Tilden Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

111 Tilden Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

112 Tilden Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
113 Tilden Road  
C Cemeste  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

115 Tilden Road  
B Cemeste  
Original form intact  
Contributing

100 Tildon Road  
C Cemeste  
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)  
Contributing

100 Tomlinson Road  
A Cemeste  
Original form intact with attached carport and contrib. shed  
Contributing

101 Tomlinson Road  
A Cemeste  
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)  
Contributing

102 Tomlinson Road  
A Cemeste  
Original form intact with attached carport and contrib. shed  
Contributing

103 Tomlinson Road  
A Cemeste  
Original form intact  
Contributing

104 Tomlinson Road  
A Cemeste  
Original form intact with non-contributing shed  
Contributing

105 Tomlinson Road  
A Cemeste  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

106 Tomlinson Road  
A Cemeste  
Original form intact  
Contributing

107 Tomlinson Road  
A Cemeste  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing
108 Tomlinson Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Tomlinson Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

111 Tomlinson Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Townsend Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101 Townsend Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Townsend Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Townsend Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Townsend Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Townsend Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

106 Townsend Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Townsend Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with recessed addition and attached carport
Contributing

108 Townsend Road
A Cenesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Townsend Road
A Cenesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Townsend Road
C Cenesto
Original form intact with detached garage (C)
Contributing

112 Townsend Road
C Cenesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Townsend Road
B Cenesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

116 Townsend Road
C Cenesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

101-107 Trevose Lane
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Trevose Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact and NC pool house
Contributing

111 Trevose Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

113 Trevose Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with one shed (C)
Contributing

114 Trevose Lane
C Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

100 Tucker Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

101 Tucker Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Tucker Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Tucker Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

104 Tucker Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Tucker Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

106 Tucker Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Tucker Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

108 Tucker Road
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109 Tucker Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Tucker Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemento panels
Contributing

111 Tucker Road
A Cemento
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Tucker Road
A Cemento
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

113 Tucker Road
A Cemento
Original form intact with cemento panels
Contributing

114 Tucker Road
A Cemento
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

115 Tucker Road
A Cemento
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Tucker Road
B Cemento
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

117 Tucker Road
B Cemento
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

118 Tucker Road
B Cemento
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

119 Tucker Road
C Cemento
Original form intact with cemento panels
Contributing

120 Tucker Road
C Cemento
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

212 North Tulane Avenue
Church
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Turner Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101 Turner Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with one outbuilding (C)
Contributing

102 Turner Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Turner Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

2007 Tyler Road
Commercial
Original form intact
Contributing

231 West Tyrone Road
Dormitory
Original form intact
Contributing

241 West Tyrone Road
Dormitory
Original form intact
Contributing

125 Tyson Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

126 Tyson Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

127 Tyson Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing
128 Tyson Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

129 Tyson Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

130 Tyson Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage
Contribution

131 Tyson Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

132 Tyson Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

133 Tyson Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

134 Tyson Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

135 Tyson Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contribution

136 Tyson Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

137 Tyson Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

138 Tyson Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution
139 Tyson Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

140 Tyson Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

141 Tyson Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

142 Tyson Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition ca. 1950
Contributing

143 Tyson Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

144 Tyson Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

146 Tyson Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

148 Tyson Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing
100 Ulena Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Ulena Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Ulena Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Ulena Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Ulena Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

105 Ulena Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Ulena Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

107 Ulena Lane
F Cemesto
Original form intact attached carport
Contributing

100 Ulysses Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Ulysses Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact with rear wing
Contributing

102 Ulysses Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
103 Ulysses Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

104 Ulysses Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

105 Ulysses Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

106 Ulysses Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with basement garage under lateral addition
Contribution

107 Ulysses Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

108 Ulysses Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

109 Ulysses Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

110 Ulysses Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

111 Ulysses Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

112 Ulysses Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

113 Ulysses Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

114 Ulysses Lane
D Celmesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 Umbria Lane
D Celmesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

101 Umbria Lane
D Celmesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Umbria Lane
B Celmesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Umbria Lane
D Celmesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Umbria Lane
B Celmesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Umbria Lane
D Celmesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Umbria Lane
B Celmesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Umbria Lane
D Celmesto
Original form intact with detached contributing garage
Contributing

100 Underwood Road
B Celmesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Underwood Road
B Celmesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

102 Underwood Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Underwood Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

104 Underwood Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Underwood Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

107 Underwood Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

108 Underwood Road
Model 34
Original form intact with non-contributing guesthouse
Contributing

110 Underwood Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111 Underwood Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Underwood Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

113 Underwood Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition and attached carport
Contributing

114 Underwood Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

115 Underwood road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition and attached carport
Contributing

116 Underwood Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Underwood road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Underwood Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

119 Underwood Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

120 Underwood Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

121 Underwood Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

122 Underwood Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

123 Underwood Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

125 Underwood Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
127 Underwood Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 Union Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with small addition
Contributing

101 Union road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

102 Union Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with above-ground pool
Contributing

100 Upsal Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Upsal Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Upsal Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Upsal Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Upsal Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Upsal Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

106 Upsal Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
107 Upsal Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

108 Upsal Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109 Upsal Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Utah Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Utah Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

107 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Utah Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (C)
Contributing

111 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Utah Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

113 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

114 Utah Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

115 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

116 Utah Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

117 Utah Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

118 Utah Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

120 Utah Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

122 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

124 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

125 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contribution

126 Utah Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

127 Utah Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

128 Utah Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

129 Utah Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition and attached carport
Contribution

130 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

131 Utah Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

132 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contribution

133 Utah Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

134 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contribution

135 Utah Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage
Contribution

136 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

137 Utah Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Uvalde Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Uvalde Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Uvalde Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Uvalde Lane
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

104 Uvalde Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 Valetta Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

101 Valetta Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Valetta Lane
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Valetta Lane
D Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels and attached carport
Contributing
104 Valetta Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

105 Valetta Lane
B Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

106 Valetta Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Valetta Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108 Valetta Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

109 Valetta Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

110 Valetta Lane
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

111 Valetta Lane
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101-107 W. Vance Road
E Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109-115 W. Vance Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

117-123 W. Vance Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing
125-131 W. Vance Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 W. Vance Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 W. Vance Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

104 W. Vance Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 W. Vance Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (NC)
Contributing

108 W. Vance Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

110 W. Vance Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 W. Vance Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

114 W. Vance Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

100-106 Vassar Road
E cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

108-114 Vassar Road
E cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Vassar Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Vassar Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

107 Vassar Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

100 Venus Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101 Venus Road
C Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

101 Venus Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

102 Venus Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Venus Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Venus Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached greenhouse and shed (C)
Contributing

105 Venus Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Venus Road
B Cemesto
107 Venus Road  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

108 Venus Road  
A Cemesto  
Original form intact with basement garage  
Contributing

109 Venus Road  
B Cemesto  
Alterations to original form.  
Non-contributing

110 Venus Road  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

111 Venus Road  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

112 Venus Road  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

113 Venus Road  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

114 Venus Road  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

115 Venus Road  
B Cemesto  
Original form intact  
Contributing

116 Venus Road  
D Cemesto  
Original form intact with attached carport  
Contributing

117 Venus Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

118 Venus Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

120 Venus Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Verbena Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101 Verbena Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form. Contributing outbuilding
Non-contributing

102 Verbena Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Verbena Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

104 Verbena Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition and carport
Contributing

105 Verbena Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

106 Verbena Road
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

108 Verbena Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
110 Verbena Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

208-214 Vermont Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

216-222 Vermont Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

224-230 Vermont Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

234 Vermont Avenue
A Cemesto
Alterations to form.
Non-contributing

236 Vermont Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

238 Vermont Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

240 Vermont Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

242 Vermont Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

244 Vermont Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

300 Vermont Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
302 Vermont Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

304 Vermont Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

306 Vermont Avenue
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

308 Vermont Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

310 Vermont Avenue
A Cemesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

312 Vermont Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

313 Vermont Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

314 Vermont Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition and detached garage (C)
Contributing

315 Vermont Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

316 Vermont Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached garage (NC)
Contributing

317 Vermont Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

318 Vermont Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

319 Vermont Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

323 Vermont Avenue
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

329 Vermont Avenue
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

331 Vermont Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

333-337A Vermont Avenue
E Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and one detached carport (NC)
Contributing

339 Vermont Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

341 Vermont Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

343 Vermont Avenue
B Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (C)
Contributing

345 Vermont Avenue
C Cemesto
Original form intact with detached carport (C)
Contributing
347 Vermont Avenue
C Cemento
Original form intact with detached carport (NC) and one outbuilding (C)
Contributing

349 Vermont Avenue
B Cemento
Original form intact with cemento panels
Contributing

351 Vermont Avenue
C Cemento
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

353 Vermont Avenue
A Cemento
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

100 Vernon Road
C Cemento
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Vernon Road
A Cemento
Original form intact with facade addition and detached carport (C)
Contributing

102 Vernon Road
A Cemento
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103 Vernon Road
B Cemento
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Vernon Road
A Cemento
Original form intact
Contributing

106 Vernon Road
B Cemento
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 Vernon Road
C Cemento
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Victoria Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

101 Victoria Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

102 Victoria Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Victoria Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

104 Victoria Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

105 Victoria Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Victoria Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

107 Victoria Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 Victoria Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

109 Victoria Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

110 Victoria Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

111 Victoria Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

112 Victoria Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

113 Victoria Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

114 Victoria Road
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103-109 Vienna Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

111-117 Vienna Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

119-125 Vienna Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

100-106 Viking Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

108-114 Viking Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto and brick siding
Contributing

116-122 Viking Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing
124-130 Viking Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto and brick siding
Contributing

132-138 Viking Road
E Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto and brick siding
Contributing

100 Viola Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport (NC)
Contributing

101 Viola Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition
Contributing

102 Viola Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport (NC)
Contributing

103 Viola Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Viola Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Viola Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

106 Viola Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

107 Viola Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

109 Viola Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing
100 Vista Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

101 Vista Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

102 Vista Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

103 Vista Road
B Cemesto
Original form intact with lateral addition and detached carport (NC)
Contributing

104 Vista Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

105 Vista Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with two attached carports
Contributing

106 Vista Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport and one contributing garden shed
Contributing

107 Vista Road
C Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

108 Vista Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

110 Vista Road
A Cemesto
Original form intact with detached garage (C)
Contributing

112 Vista Road
A Cenesto
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

114 Vista Road
B Cenesto
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
100-106 Wabash Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108-110 Wabash Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

112-118 Wabash Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

120-122 Wabash Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

124-126 Wabash Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

128-130 Wabash Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

139-145 Waddell Circle
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

140-142 Waddell Circle
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

144-146 Waddell Circle
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

147-153 Waddell Circle
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

155-161 Waddell Circle
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
156-158 Waddell Circle
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

163-165 Waddell Circle
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

167-173 Waddell Circle
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

175-177 Waddell Circle
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

179-185 Waddell Circle
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

187-189 Waddell Circle
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

188-190 Waddell Circle
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

191-197 Waddell Circle
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

196-198 Waddell Circle
L Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

199-205 Waddell Circle
K Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

204-206 Waddell Circle
L Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

207-213 Waddell Circle
K Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

214-220 Waddell Circle
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

215-221 Waddell Circle
K Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

223-229 Waddell Circle
K Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

231-233 Waddell Circle
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

235-237 Waddell Circle
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

239-245 Waddell Circle
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

244-246 Waddell Circle
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

247-253 Waddell Circle
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

100-102 Waddell Place
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104-106 Waddell Place
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 Waddell Place
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108-110 Waddell Place
L Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

109-111 Waddell Place
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

100-102 Wade Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101-107 Wade Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-115 Wade Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

112-114 Wade Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117-123 Wade Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

118-120 Wade Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

122-124 Wade Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

125-131 Wade Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

126-128 Wade Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

133-135 Wade Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

137-139 Wade Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

140-142 Wade Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

141-143 Wade Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

144-150 Wade Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

145-147 Wade Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

149-151 Wade Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

152-158 Wade Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

153-155 Wade Lane
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
157-163 Wade Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

160-166 Wade Lane
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

100-102 E. Wadsworth Circle
T Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

104 E. Wadsworth Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

106 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

108 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

109 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

110 E. Wadsworth Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

111 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

113 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

115 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing
116 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

122 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

124 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

126 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

128 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

130 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

132 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

134 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

135 E. Wadsworth Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

136 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

137 E. Wadsworth Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

138 E. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

140 W. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

142 W. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

144 W. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

146 W. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

147-149 W. Wadsworth Circle
T Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

148 W. Wadsworth Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

150-152 W. Wadsworth Circle
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

153-155 W. Wadsworth Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

154-156 W. Wadsworth Circle
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

158-160 W. Wadsworth Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

161-163 W. Wadsworth Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

162-164 W. Wadsworth Circle
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

165-167 W. Wadsworth Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

166-168 W. Wadsworth Circle
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

169-171 W. Wadsworth Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

170-172 W. Wadsworth Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

173-175 W. Wadsworth Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

174-176 W. Wadsworth Circle
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

177-179 W. Wadsworth Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

178-180 W. Wadsworth Circle
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

203 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

204 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

205 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

206 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

207 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

210 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

211 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

212 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

213 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

214 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

215 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing
216 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact. Contributing

217 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact. Contributing

218 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact. Contributing

219 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact. Contributing

220 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact. Contributing

221 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact. Contributing

222 Wadsworth Place
RC1 Frame
Original form intact. Contributing

223 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact. Contributing

224 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact. Contributing

225 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact. Contributing

226 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact. Contributing
227 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

228 Wadsworth Place
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

105 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

106 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

107 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

108 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

109 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

110 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

111 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

112 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

113 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

114 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

116 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

118 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

119 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

120 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

121 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

122 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

123 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

124 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

125 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

126 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

127 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

128 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

129 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

130 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

131 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

132 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

133 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

134 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

135 Wainwright Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

136-138 Wainwright Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

141-143 Wainwright Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

100-102 Wakefield Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104-106 Wakefield Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108-110 Wakefield Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

112-114 Wakefield Road
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

118 Wakefield Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

119 Wakefield Road
RB1 Frame
Original structure replaced with infill
Non-contributing

120 Wakefield Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

122 Wakefield Road
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing
105-107 Wakeman Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 Wakeman Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113-115 Wakeman Lane
T Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

121 Wakeman Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

122 Wakeman Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

100-102 N. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101-103 N. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104-106 N. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 N. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

108-110 N. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 N. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
112-114 N. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

116-118 N. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117-119 N. Walker Lane
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

120-122 N. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121-123 N. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

102 S. Walker Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 S. Walker Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

106 S. Walker Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

107 S. Walker Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

108 S. Walker Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

109 S. Walker Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

110 S. Walker Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

111 S. Walker Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

112 S. Walker Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

113 S. Walker Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

115 S. Walker Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

116 S. Walker Lane
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

118 S. Walker Lane
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

117-119 S. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

120-122 S. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121-123 S. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

124-136 S. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

125-127 S. Walker Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

128-130 S. Walker Lane
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

132-134 S. Walker Lane
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101-103 Walnut Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 Walnut Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

106-108 Walnut Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 Walnut Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

110-112 Walnut Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113-115 Walnut Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

114-116 Walnut Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

100-102 Walpole Lane
T Frame
Original form intact with attached carport
Contributing

103-105 Walpole Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

104-106 Walpole Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

107-109 Walpole Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

101-103 Walsh Lane
T Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

102-104 Walsh Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 Walsh Lane
T Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

106-108 Walsh Lane
T Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

109-111 Walsh Lane
T Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

113-115 Walsh Lane
T Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

100-102 Waltham Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing
101-103 Waltham Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 Waltham Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 Waltham Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

113-115 Waltham Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

116-118 Waltham Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

117-119 Waltham Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

120-122 Waltham Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

121-123 Waltham Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

124-126 Waltham Place
T Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

125-127 Waltham Place
T Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

128-130 Waltham Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
200-202 Waltham Place
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

201-203 Waltham Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

204-206 Waltham Place
U Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

205-207 Waltham Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

208-210 Waltham Place
U Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

209-211 Waltham Place
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

212-214 Waltham Place
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

127-129 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

134-136 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

138-140 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

141-143 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

142-144 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Original form intact with one outbuilding (NC)
Contributing

145-147 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

146-148 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

149-151 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

150-152 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

154-156 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

158-160 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

165-167 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

166-168 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

170-172 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

174-176 Warrior Circle
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

102-104 Warrior Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

106-108 Warrior Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

110-112 Warrior Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

114-116 Warrior Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

115-117 Warrior Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

118-120 Warrior Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

119-121 Warrior Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

126-128 Warrior Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

100-102 Warwick Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

101-103 Warwick Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

105-107 Warwick Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

108-110 Warwick Lane
U Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

109-111 Warwick Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

112-114 Warwick Lane
U Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

113-115 Warwick Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

116-118 Warwick Lane
U Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

117-119 Warwick Lane
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

120-122 Warwick Lane
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

100 Wellington Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

102 Wellington Circle
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

104 Wellington Circle
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
116 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

117 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

118 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

119 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

120 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form.
Non-contributing

121 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

122 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact with one outbuilding (NC)
Contributing

125 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

126 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

127 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

128 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
131 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

133 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

137 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

138 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

139 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

140 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

143 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

144 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

145 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

146 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

148 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

150 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

152 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

158 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

160 Wellington Circle
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

301 W. Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

302 W. Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with basement addition
Contributing

303 W. Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

304 W. Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

305 W. Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

306 W. Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

307 W. Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto panels
Contributing

308 W. Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact with cemesto siding
Contributing

309 W. Outer Drive
A Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

310 W. Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

311 W. Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

312 W. Outer Drive
B Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

313 W. Outer Drive
D Cemesto
Original form intact
Contributing

314-316 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

315-321 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

318-320 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

322-324 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

323-329 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

328-334 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

331-337 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

338-340 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

341-345 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

342-344 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

347-353 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

348-354 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

355-361 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

356-362 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

363-369 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
364-366 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

371-377 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

376-378 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

379-385 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

380-382 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

384-386 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

387-389 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

388-390 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

391-393 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

392-394 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

395-397 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
396-398 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

399-401 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

400-406 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

403-405 West Outer Drive
L Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

412-418 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

419-425 West Outer Drive
K Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

420-422 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

424-426 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

427-429 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

428-430 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

431-433 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

432-434 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

436-438 West Outer Drive
U Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

440-442 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

444-446 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

448-450 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

452-454 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

456-458 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

460-462 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

461 West Outer Drive
School
Original form intact
Contributing

464-466 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

468-470 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact Contributing

472-474 West Outer Drive T Frame
Original form intact Contributing

476-478 West Outer Drive T Frame
Original form intact Contributing

480-482 West Outer Drive T Frame
Original form intact Contributing

484-486 West Outer Drive T Frame
Original form intact Contributing

487 West Outer Drive RB1 Frame
Original form intact Contributing

488-490 West Outer Drive T Frame
Original form intact Contributing

489 West Outer Drive RB1 Frame
Original form intact Contributing

491 West Outer Drive RB1 Frame
Original form intact Contributing

493 West Outer Drive RB1 Frame
Original form intact Contributing

495 West Outer Drive RB1 Frame
Original form intact Contributing

497 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

499 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

501 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

502-504 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

503 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

505 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

507 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contribution

520-522 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

524-526 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

528-530 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contribution

532-534 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contribution
536-538 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

540-542 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

550-552 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

554-556 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

558-560 West Outer Drive
T Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

562-564 West Outer Drive
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

565-567 West Outer Drive
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

566-568 West Outer Drive
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

569-571 West Outer Drive
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

570-572 West Outer Drive
T Duplex
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

573-575 West Outer Drive
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing
574-576 West Outer Drive
  T Duplex
  Original form intact
  Contributing

577-579 West Outer Drive
  T Duplex
  Alterations to original form
  Non-contributing

580-582 West Outer Drive
  T Duplex
  Original form intact
  Contributing

581-583 West Outer Drive
  T Duplex
  Original form intact
  Contributing

584-586 West Outer Drive
  T Duplex
  Original form intact
  Contributing

585-587 West Outer Drive
  T Duplex
  Original form intact
  Contributing

588-590 West Outer Drive
  T Duplex
  Original form intact
  Contributing

604 West Outer Drive
  RB1 Frame
  Original form intact.
  Contributing

606 West Outer Drive
  RC1 Frame
  Original form intact.
  Contributing

608 West Outer Drive
  RC1 Frame
  Original form intact.
  Contributing

610 West Outer Drive
  RB1 Frame
  Original form intact.
Contributing

612 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

613-615 West Outer Drive
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

614 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

616 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

617-619 West Outer Drive
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

618 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

620 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

621-623 West Outer Drive
T Duplex
Original form intact
Contributing

622 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

624 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

637 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
639 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame

641 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame

654 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

655 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

656 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

657 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

659 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

660 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

661 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

662 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

663 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

664 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

669 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

670 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

672 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

673 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

674 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

675 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

676 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

677 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

678 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

679 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

680 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

681 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

682 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

683 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

684 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

685 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

686 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

687 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

689 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

690 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

691 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing
692 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

693 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

694 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

695 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

696 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

697 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

698 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

699 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

700 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

701 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

703 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing
704 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

706 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

707 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

708 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

709 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

710 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

711 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

712 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

713 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

714 West Outer Drive
RB1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

720-722 West Outer Drive
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

721-723 West Outer Drive
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

724-726 West Outer Drive
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

725-727 West Outer Drive
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

728-730 West Outer Drive
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

729-731 West Outer Drive
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

732-734 West Outer Drive
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

733 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

735 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

736-738 West Outer Drive
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

737 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

740-742 West Outer Drive
TDU Frame
Original form intact
Contributing

743 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

744-746 West Outer Drive
TDU Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

745 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

747 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

748 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

749 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

752 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

754 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

755 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

756 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

757 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

758 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

759 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

760 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

761 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

762 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

764 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

765 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

767 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact with detached carport (NC)
Contributing

769 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

770 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing
771 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

772 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

774 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

776 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

777 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

778 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Alterations to original form
Non-contributing

779 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact.
Contributing

780 West Outer Drive
RC1 Frame
Original form intact with detached carport
Contributing
Houses are designated by type and status (either contrib. or N/C)

**Single Family Houses**

Wartime Housing

A = Cemesto A Type
B = Cemesto B Type
C = Cemesto C Type
D = Cemesto D Type
F = Cemesto F Type
G = Cemesto G Type
RB-1 = TVA Prefab RB-1
RC-1 = TVA Prefab RC-1

Post-War Housing

15bl = Concrete block Model 15
16bl = Concrete block Model 16
17bl = Concrete block Model 17
18bl = Concrete block Model 18
19fr = Frame Model 19
22fr = Frame Model 22
31 = Model 31
32 = Model 32
33 = Model 33
34 = Model 34

**Multi-family Houses**

Wartime Housing

E = Cemesto E Type
K = Multi-family Type K
L = Duplex Type L
T = T Type Temporary Duplex
U = U Type Temporary Duplex
TDU = Temporary Dwelling Unit
H = Apartment Type H
N = Apartment Type N
A-1 = Efficiency Apartment
A-2, A-3 = Efficiency Apts.

Post-War Housing

20fr = Frame Model 20
21fr = Frame Model 21
23fr = Frame Model 23
24fr = Frame Model 24

I = Infill (Non-contributing)
Cont = Contributing
N/C = Non-contributing